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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY

7 JULY 1994

Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant - Rea, Esq, peputy Governor
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pe ndarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq
Professor Sir Roland Smith

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The Minutes of the Court of 16 June and of the Meetings of
23 and 30 June, having been circulated, were approved .
There being no comments on the weekly figures, Mr Plenderleith
spoke about the foreign exchanges, including the Official
Reserves figures for June, and the state of the domestic
markets.
There were no items for discussion under the weekly executive
report.
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 14 JULY 1994
Present
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE
Sir David James Scott Cooksey
Sir Colin Ross Corness
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian P lenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq
Professor Sir Roland Smith

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were
approved.
Details of the weekly figures and graphs relating to the state
of the foreign exchanges and the domestic markets were laid
before Court .
Court gave their approval to Sir Chips Keswick joining the
Board of IMI PLC.

r

At the Deputy Governor's invitation, and with the agreement of
Members of Court, Mr Clark, Deputy Director with responsibility
for regulatory policy in the Financial Stability Wing, and

&

Mr Taylor, an official in that area, and the author of the
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paper "Who lesale and Retail Regulation", attended Court for the
ensuing discussion.
The Deputy Governor invited Mr Kent to introduce the paper.
Mr Kent said that although the paper had been produced within
FMID, in future these topics would be his responsibility
jointly with Mr Quinn, and would fall to the Regulatory Policy
Division under Mr Clark. He then asked Mr Taylor to make a few
introductory remarks on the paper .
Mr Taylor said that the immediate justification for the paper
had been a question raised by Sir Colin Corness at the March
Court concerning wholesale and retail regulation.

However,

the issues considered were also relevant to the Treasury Select
Committee's current investigation into the operation of the
Financial Services Act. The Bank, in the form of Mr Quinn,
had been invited to give evidence, probably in the autumn.

The

paper was intended to assist in a mind-clearing exercise prior
to the formulation of che Bank's evidence to the TCSC.
It
considered three basic models for change to the regulatory

(ii) separate
prudential and conduct of business regulators; and (iii) a
single financial services commission.
Court's views would be

system :

(i) a modification to the status quo;

welcome, especially on the extent to which the existing
structure was in need of reform, and whether or not
institutional change was the key to remedying any defects which
might exist.
Mr Kent added that it would be helpful if court could consider
whether or not there was a case to be made for change, and if
an evolutionary approach might be preferable to a more radical
review of the system.
Sir Colin Corness said that the Bank had clearly to consider
its view prior to giving evidence to the TCSC enquiry .

He

thought that the wholesale/ r etail divide was not a practica l
way of organising the regulatory structure.

The distinction

between wholesale and retail was becoming blurred .

For

example, as a result of the Government's proposals for Building
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Society deregulation and Lloyds's attempted acquisition of the
Cheltenham and Gloucester.

An additional factor was the

emergence of the PIA, to which he thought most of the regulated
community would eventually join up .

There was a danger that

radical change, following rapidly on the heels of the PIA
formation, would simply be the cause of deep confusion.

He

favoured, therefore, an evolutionary approach which should
concentrate on achieving greater co -ord ination between
regulators.
Sir Jeremy Morse also thought that the wholesale/retail
distinction was not one to pursue.

He believed that there was

no great need for change, but thought it important that the
Bank should have a view on these matters, given the pressures
for change coming from other quarters.

The blurring of

boundaries between banking, insurance and securities products
meant that supervisors needed to familiarise themselves with
these different businesses, but it should not lead to a change
in the style of supervision; different types of business
required different approaches to regulation .

On conduct of

business regulation, he thought that there was an important
distinction to be drawn between banking products and more
complex and opaque investment products.

Although recognising

that conduct of business regulation was essential for the
latter, he thought it was important not to lose sight of the
caveat emptor principle, and to avoid giving the impression
that accidents would never happen.
on investors the limitations of

There was a need to impress

wha~

a system of regulation

could reasonably be expected to deliver.
Sir David Lees thought that the paper did not identify
adequately the nature of the problem.

For example, it did not

explain whether the problems with the existing system were
those of inefficiencies, costs or regulatory gaps; until the
problem was defined, it was not possible to come up with a

solution.

He was doubtful that there was a serious problem

with the existing system of regulation, and did not believe
that it inhibited the Bank in the performance of its core
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functio n s.

The Deputy Governor agreed that the costs of

regulation needed to be more carefully considered.
Sir Christopher Hogg said that there was a sense that the
existing system of regulation was unduly complex, but thought
t here was no real alternative to it in prospect .

He did not

t h ink it a p propriate for the Bank publicly to set out an
altern at i ve model for the regulatory system; its role should be
to bring the discussion out into the open, and ensure that all
releva nt matters were given a proper airing .

He agreed with

the paper's proposition that the most important issue was to
ensure that regulators had high calibre staff .

There was also

a case for encouraging greater transparency in the financial
markets; those active in them tended to underestimate the
influence of vested interests .
Mr Quinn said he was also of the view that the distinction
between wholesal e and retail, und between consumer protection
and systemic protection objectives, did not provide a workable
basis for a redesign of the regulatory system.

There were,

essentially, two sources of dissatisfaction with the existing
arrangements .

The first was the Financial Services Act, which

had experienced a number of teething problems in the years
immediately after its introduction .

However, he sensed that

the system had now bedded down and was being made to work
better.

The most important source of dissatisfaction was in

the consumer protection field, where there had been a number of
recent, and high profile, cases, which were seen in some
quarters as indicating regulatory failure.
Turning to Lhe Bank s role, Mr Quinn said that he thought this
1

was broader than the lender of last resort funct1on, and should
embrace crisis ma nagement more generally.

crisis management

required rap idi ty of action, a depth of knowledge of the system
and markets, and 1 increasingly, the capacity to act on an

i nternational sca le, which meant that t he central bank was best
p laced to provide it .

No matter how the regulatory system wa s
leading role to play

in crisis management.

In add ition, however, it was important
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to try to prevent crises from occurring, and this was the role
of supervision .
Mr Quinn thought that there was scope for making the existing
system tidier, perhaps by reducing the number of SROs.

He said

a valuable exercise would be to compare the costs of regulation
in the UK with those in other centres; little work appeared to
have been done on this . In addition, there would be dangers in
making the regulatory authority directly answerab le to
politicians.

The problems closely parallelled those which

arise in the field of monetary policy .
Sir David Scholey remarked that the UK's regulatory system was
looking increasingly out of step with the rigid and
prescriptive approach adopted in the United States and the
Continent.

He thought it importa nl to resist the import of

this type of regulation into the UK, and described the Bank as
one of the last bastions of the flexible and pragmatic
approach .

There was also a sense in which the regulatory

system was being judged by nultiple and inconsistent criteria providing the customer with total protection, ensuring deep
liquidity in the markets, and ensuring fair dealings between a
firm and its clients.

The trade-offs between these objectives

had to be recognised.
In sir David's view, the regulatory system was not in need of
root and branch reform, but it did require better management.
Issues which required particular attention were regulatory
overlaps and u nder laps, and inconsistent regulatory ru les .

Sir

David differed from the other speakers in viewing the
wholesal e(retail distinction as important.

As the paper

argued, there were significant differences between
interpro( essio nal trading, and dealings between professionals
and non-professionals, and t his pointed to the need for a
different approach to regulation in these cases.
Sir David suggested that the Bank needed to do more analysis in
conjunction with firms' compliance staff, who were best placed
to judge the costs and burdens of the existing system.
He
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wondered about the extent to which contact with compliance
people already took place .

Mr Clark said that, to the best of

his knowledge, contacts were maintained with compliance
departments, although there would be scope for examining how
these might be deepened. Sir David also said that it would be
helpful to see more work done on the comparative costs of
regulation.

The subject was one which needed much more study,

and he thought the Bank was best placed to take this work
forward .
The different criteria for judging the regulatory system were
also relevant to the issue of transparency .

Sir David said it

had to be recognised that the re was a balance to be struck
between liquidity and transparency.

Mr Plenderleith said that

transparency, in the sense of disclos ure rules for in vestment
products, was a rather different matter to the transparency of
markets.
The latter was a market structure issue rather than a
regulatory one, and it was difficult to argue that it was a
matter affecting the retail investor .
On the issue of regulatory structure, Mr Plenderleith said
that, although the ex isting system was not the most coherent
imaginable, it nonetheless had started to bed down and worked
reasonably well.

He agreed with Sir David Lees that there was

a problem of retai l conduct of business regulations creeping
into the wholesale markets, and thought this was being
accentuated by European directives, particularly the Investment
Services Directive.
Sir Jeremy Morse returned to the question of the Bank's
evidence to the TCSC.
The sense of the discussion appeared to
support the line proposed by Mr Quinn, which was essentially
defensive; i t would be presentationally important to ensure
that this message was put forward in positive terms .

He

thought it would be important for the Bank's evidence also to
point out the difficulties which would be associated with a
rethink of the existing system .

Sir Jeremy wondered whether or

not the TCSC saw a connection between their current enquiry and
the question of independence for the Bank; the Deputy Governor
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said that the Committee did not appear to regard them as
connected.
Mr Kent said that the answer to Sir David Lees's earlier
question was that many people did apparently consider that the
system of regulation was flawed.

~hey

included sections of the

press, Members of Parliament and the Labour party .

In

formulating its position, the Bank would need to ensure that
its position was sufficiently robust to withstand a change of
government.

Mr Quinn noted that the Bank's evidence to the

TCSC would need to take into account this wider audience .
Summing up the discussion, the Deputy Governor said that he
thought it would be helpful for Court to have a further
discussion based on the draft of the Bank's evidence to the
TCSC when this was ready.
At the Deputy Governor's invitatio n , and with the agreement of
Members of Court, Mr Jarvis, the General Manager of the
Printing Works, attended Court for the discussion of the
Printing Works' Annual Report to staff and the Report and
Financial Statements of Debden Security Printing Ltd for the
year ended 28 February 1994.

At the conclusion of Mr Jarvis's

review of the year, Mr Kent mentioned that the Economic
Secretary, Anthony Nelson, had visited the Printing Works
recently .

The outcome had been generally satisfactory, with

both parties deriv1ng encouragement from the visit.

The

Economic Secretary h ad felt the Works were efficient and, at
the same time, he was surprised by the complexity of the
operation.

He did not consider the case for privatisation was

made; it was not one which he would support .
issue would never go away entirely .

This said, the

The Economic Secretary was

concerned over the risks to the public through the forgery of
notes, although these concerns were linked as well with money
laundering .

Mr Kent concluded by saying that, in line with

government departments generally, we were facing demands to do
something in the context of the Fundamental Expenditure Review .
HM Treasury had to make its own contribution, and much of its
expenditure consisted of payments for services to HMT.
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The Annual Report of the Printing Wor ks having been d i s c ussed,
the Deputy Governor invited Mr Jarvis to update Court on a
recent development in the Returned Note Of fice incident.

At the Deputy Governor's invitation and with the agreement of
Members of Court and in the absence of Mr King, Mr Allen, a
Deputy Director and Head of Analysis in the Monetary Stability
Wing, and Mr Bowen, Head of the Group, who is responsible for
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the production of the Infla t ion Report, attended for the
discussion of the Inflation Report.
Mr Allen said that the Inflation Report was to be published on
2 August and they were still in the process of deciding what it
should say . He intended to review the background to the report
and then invite Members of Court to comment on some of the
questions it was thought the report needed to address.
Recent developments in inflation had been favourable .

The 12-

month increase in the target measure RPIX increased by 2.4% in
June, and our preferred measure, RPIY, increased by 1.7%.

In

both cases this was about 0.3% less than we forecast in the May
Inflation Report, and it was the fourth time out of five that,
in the short term, inflation had turned out below our forecast.
Among the monetary aggregates, MO had continued to grow faster .
It rose by 6.8% in the year to June, compared with 5.6% in the
year to Marchi and was plainly well outside its medium-term
monitoring range of 0 to 4%.

Our research suggested that it

should decelerate over the rest of this year.

By contrast M4

was in the lower half of its monitoring range of 3 to 9%:
had increased by 5.4% in the year to May.

it

It was thought

borrowing by individuals would be a bit lower in the second
quarter than the first, but industrial and commercial companies
seem to have re-started net borrowing from banks on a modest
scale after a period of heavy net repayments .
There had, of course, been continuad turbulence in the capital
markets since the last I nflation Report, with bond yields up
furthar and equity prices down .

Taken at face value this

suggested that inflationary expectations in the bond market had
worsened, and that they were inconsistent with the inflation
target.
Output had been growing at a rate of about

2~

- 3% a year,

probably a little above the rate that would be sustainable in
the long term.

consumer spending growth had continued : there

was no sign so far that it had been inhibited by the recent
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increases in indirect taxes .

Turnover in the housing market

had been subdued and prices had, broadly, been flat, perhaps
affected by the increased cost of fixed-rate mortgages.

Land

prices had risen, however. Corporate profitability was strong
and business optimism was picking up, and fixed investment
turned up in the fourth quarter of last year and the first
quarter of 19 9 4.
In the labour market, the underlying rate of increase of
average earnings went up to 4% in March but dropped back to J%%
in April and May.

Unemployment had continued to fall steadily,

which was unusual at such an early stage in an economic
recovery.

Job counts, however, suggested that the amount of

employment fell in the first quarter of 1994.
There were two clouds on the horizon for the medium-term
outlook for prices.

First, we had seen over the last year a

large increase, of 30% or so, in non-oil commodity prices
measured in sterling.

This sounded a la rming, but in fact

material and fuel imports accounted for only about 5% of the
value of manufactured output, so it was perhaps less alarming
than it looked: manufacturing input prices in total had risen
by only 1.6% in the year to June.
The second cloud was that the CBI monthly survey for June
showed a sharp increase in the balance of firms expecting to
raise prices in the next four months.
Some of the questions which had arisen in the course of
considering what the report should say, and on which comments
would be welcome, were : 1

There was a large difference between published forecasts
of inflation and the inflationary expectations implied
by bond yields, which were much higher.

How seriously

should we take bond yields as an indicator of
inflationary expectations?
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2

What should we make of th e CBI survey result on prices?
Would competitive pressures allow producers a nd
retai lers to widen profit margins?

3

Consumer demand seemed to h ave held up remarkably well
so far, despite the i nd irect tax increases.

Could it

continue?
4

Was ther e s t ill substantial spare capacity in the
economy?

5

Were skill shortages emerging?

Were recent increases in commodity prices the result of
supply developments, and perhaps of specu lat ive
purchases , or did they reflect general increases i n
demand?

Sir David Lees opened the ensuing discussion by saying that CBI
Quarterly data for price expectations would be available on
26 J uly .

It would be imporcant for us to look at th ese numbers

as soon as possible.

Manu fact urers would put up prices when

they could, particularly as re covery in Western Europe gathered
pace.
Si r Colin Corness commented that many prices were now below
the i r level in the late 1980s .

This raised the question of

restoration o f previous levels and profit nargins .
not real price increases .
very subdued.

They were

The housing industry would remai n

When recent fixed-r a t e mortgages come up for

their interes t rate reviews, rates might go up a lot.
Ms Masters questioned the reliability of the figures for the
r eturn on capital.

She asked what the consequences would be of

an increase to mid-1980s levels for inflation .

There was a

fear that attempts to restore profitability might push up
inflation .
In response , Mr Allen wondered how firms would attempt to
increase returns on capi tal.

I t depended on their expectations
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of inflation.

Increasing their sel l ing prices was not the only

way for them to i ncrease profitability.
Firms, said Mr Plenderleith, could increase profitability by
reducing costs , as they had done, instead of putting up prices .
Th e more efficient utilisation of capital was, Sir Dav id Lees
sa i d, another way .
Sir David Scholey asked what the track record was of future
i n flation rate expectations desired from the gilts market .

He

was not surprised by the rates the Bank had desired and
enquired what was happening overseas .
Mr Plenderleith said there had been a slight fall recently in
measured expectations.

The measure cou ld reflect bond market

turbulence; not all movements necessarily indicated a true
change in price expectations.
Mr Allen commented that we were in much the same position as
the US .

The Federal Reserve thinks the bond market is too

pessimistic, but there are market suspicions that the Federal
Reserve is too optimistic about i n flatio n.
In response to Sir David Scholey's remark that the bond market
had been disorderly, Mr Plenderleith said he agreed entirely .
If rates were compared with a year ago, there had not been a
tremendous change.

What had happened over the last year was

that the bond market got overheated and had then burnt out.
This, Sir David Scholey said, illustrated that how central
banks informed markets about their expectations and intentions
was very important.

The Federal Reserve announcement in

February had been s i gnalled clearly, but no - one seemed to pay
much attention to the warning .
Th e De p uty Governor co ncl u ded th e discuss i on by s a y ing Court
wou l d return to the subject at t h e following month's Long Court
after the Inflation Report had been published.
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Under the weekly executive report:(i)

The Deputy Governor mentioned that, with the advent of
the Long Courts starting at 10 . 00 am in September, the
Minutes would be shorter, and not as literal or as
formal as in the past.

(ii)

The Deputy Governor said that the arrangement whereby
Non - Executive Directors could make use of the Bank's
facilities to stage a charitable or non-commercial
function once during each term of office had been
reviewed .

The concept was considered a good one and it

had been agreed that use of this arrangement be extended
to once a year for each Non-Executive Director, but that
the Bank would pay for only one such function during
each term of office, and then only for one of a non commerc i al n a ture.
(iii)

With reference to a Minute of 16 June, Mr Kent updated
Court on the flotation of Ji.
He said it had been
successful, being covered 1.1 times, and that the price
in difficult market conditions had been right .

Our own

proceeds would be £122mn, net, which would be fed into
our accounts.

This raised the question of whether or

not we should make a special dividend payment to
HM Treasury.

We would, of course, lose income from the

sale of our shares and would need to retain some £40mn
from the sale proceeds to compensate for the reduction
in dividend i ncome .

our shareholding in the company had

decreased from 14.5% to 6 . 5%.
Sir David Scholey said that he would like to
congratulate both past and present Executive Directors
of the Bank on the fact that Ji had reached the position
it had .

It was a considerable achievement on their

parts.
(iv)

Mr Kent mentioned that

for the past two or three year s ,

the clearing banks had been trying to release themselves
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from ownership of the London Clearing House because of
the financial risks they faced in the event of a
disaster.

They had been trying to transfer ownership to

the derivatives exchanges, but so far had not been
successful.

This was beginning to have an effect on the

reputation of the market and we had, therefore,
con cluded we should try to broke a successful solution.
The parties had all agreed .
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 21 JULY 1994

Present
Penda r ell Hugh Kent , Esq
Ian Plenderleith, Esq

In the absence of the Governor and the Deputy Governor, Mr Kent
was chosen Chairman pursuant to the provisions of Clause 6(2) of
t h e Charter of 1 March 1946.
The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Court , having been circulated, were
noted .
There being no comments on the weekly figures , Mr Plenderleith
spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of the domestic
market s.
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A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK

THURSDAY 28 JULY 1994
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant- Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Ian Plenderleith, Esq

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Meeting and those of the Court of
14 July, having been circulated, were noted.
In commenting on the weekly figures Mr Plenderleith explained
the changes in the Bank's Weekly Return resulting from the
repayment of £11 mn of "Government debt" after 300 years, and
the purely accounting changes in the treatment of repos.
went on to speak briefly about the markets.

He
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A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 4 AUGUST 1994

Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Brian Quinn, Esq
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratifi cation by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were
noted.
Mr King commented on the weekly figures and went on to speak
about the foreign exchanges,

including the Official Reserves

figures for July, and the state of the domestic markets.
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 11 AUGUST 1994

Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE
Sir Colin Ross Corness
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Ms Sheil a Valerie Masters
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian Plenderleith , Esg
Brian Quinn, Esq
Sir Colin Grieve Southgate

Hugh Christopher Emly n Harris, Esq

The Minutes of the Court of 14 July and those of the Meetings
of 21 and 28 July, and 4 August, having been circulated, were
approved.
Details of the weekly figures and graphs relating to the state
of the foreign exchanges and the domestic markets were laid
before Court.

Mr Plenderleith spoke briefly nbout the events

surrounding the Treasury Bill tender which took place on
29 July .
With reference to a Minute of 5 May, the Governor introduced a
Resolution appointing Mr I D Saville, the CREST Project
Controller , to exercise the Bank's powers as shareholder in
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CRESTCO.

Mr Kent e xp lained that, while the intention had been

that the Bank should have no sharcholding in the company, this
stance had changed for reasons of tax efficiency and to g i ve
th e Ba nk operational control while the CREST soft ware was
built .

This power would lapse on hand over to the owners .

court RESOLVED that, conseque nt upon the appoi ntment or
Messrs P H Kent and I D Savil le to the Board of CRESTCO Ltd and
pursuant to Section 375 of the Companies Act 1985, ns amended
and extended by the Companies Act 1989, and until otherwise
r esolved by the Court of Directors, Mr I D Saville be appointed
t o represent the Bank, and exercise powers on behalf of the
Bank, at any meeting of CRESTCO Ltd.
I n general di scussion , Members expressed a number of concerns
about the Bank's involvement with the CREST project,
particularly in the event of any cost overrun . Mr Kent agreed
to present a short paper describing the commercial arrangements
between the Bank and the future owners .

He pointed ou t that,

by the time Court considered the paper , the contract between
the Bank and the future owners would be at an irrevocable
s t age . However , this con tract would meet many of those
con cer n s .
The Governor, having declared his potential interest i n the
Court Pension Scheme, together with those of Messrs Qui nn,
King, Kent and Plenderleith, invited Sir Colin Corness to
present a Report of the Trustees of the Court Pension Scheme,
together with the Annual Report and Accounts for th e year ended
28 February 1994.
Si r Colin explained that the Trustees had recommended in their
Report that Court accept the Actuary ' s suggestion that the
annual contribution rate to th e Court Pension Scheme, for the
ear beginning 1 March 1994, should be set at 25% per annum of
pensionable remuneration on which pensions can be provided from
the scheme; for Mr Pennant -Rea and Mr King, pensionabl e
remune ration was restricted to £76 , 800 .

This ra t e a ls o took
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into account the increase from 50% to 55% in allowances to
widows over the age of 80 .
In approving the re commendation, Court also endorsed the
Trustees' congratulations to the Chief Investment Manager and
his team on their outstandi ng performance in achieving a total
asset return for 1993 of 35.3%, some 7.1% above the weighted
average of the WM All Funds Universe.
The Report and Accounts of the Court Pension Scheme for the
year ended 28 February 1994 were laid before Court.
Mr Harris presented a Report of the Trustees of the Bank of
England Pension Fund, together with the Report and Accounts of
the Fund for the year ended 28 February, which were laid before
court.
The Governor thanked the Trustees for their commitment to both
the Court and Staff Pension Schemes.
At the Governor's invitation, and with the agreement of Members
of Court
Division, attended Court for th e discussion of the Inflation
Report, which had been published on 2 August.
In i ntroducing the Inflation Report, Mr King said that the main
question for monetary policy at this juncture was how strong
was the evidence of a future pick-up in inflation .
inflation out-turns had been encouraging.

Recent

Underlying inflation

had continued to fall, by more than expected, and might well
contin ue to fall for another quarter or so .

It was now 1.7% on

the Bank's measure (RPIY), and 2.4% on the Government's measure
(RPIX).

Mr King said that it was encour ag ing that service

ector inflation had continued to fall in 1994, showing that

I

the tightening in monetary policy had reached every sector of
the

economy .

However, inflation appeared to have reached its

trough at the beginning of 1994.
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The disinflationary impact of spare capacity , right across the
economy, had been larger than a nti cipa t ed, both during the
recess ion and also into the f i r st stages of recovery.

At some

point this downward pressure on inflat i on would be offset by
the upward pressure coming fr om growth above trend and
i n creases in t he costs of inputs and raw materials .

So far,

output growth had not exceeded the safe " speed limit" .
th e output gap narrowed,

But, as

inflation was likely to rise slow ly.

In the May Inflation Report, three main risks to the inflation
outlook were identified - mon etary growth, the rise in
earnings, and inflat1on expectations.

None of these had become

worse, and monetary growth had started to decline a little .
Equally , of the tour principal indicators used by the
Gover nme nt, three appeared to be no worse - wi th MO s t ar ting to
decelerate, M4 growth lower than three months ago, especially
for households, and house prices falling over the past six
months - and only the fourth was giving concern, with t he
sterling effective exchange rate index lower than at the time
of the May Inflation Report .
With the recovery proceeding at a somewhat fas ter pace than
projected in May, there were two main challenges for policy;
(i)

we were another quarter nectrer to the date for the
target to bring inflation within the lower half of
the 1 - 4 % bctnd;

(ii)

there had been a series of warni ngs from potential
leading indicators of inflationary p ressure - " straws
in the wind " some might call them - which raised
concerns that inflationary pressures might be
building up in some sectors.

These included reports

of r ising costs in the construction sector, reports
of some recruitment difficulties , increases in import
prices, and further evidence in the CBI survey of a
desire by firms to raise prices .
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At th is stage these " straws in the wind " had not led to the
revision s in the Bank's medium-term projection for inflat i on,
which was broadly unchanged from May. But we continued to
monit or the risks to the inflation outcome very c losely. At
the current level of inter est rates, our best guess - and it
can be n o more th an that - was that underlying inflation would
be just above the mid-point of the target range in two years or
so .
Mr King then asked the Member s of Court for their views of
these " straws in the wind ";

how serious were they, if at all?

Sir Col in Corness suid that the housing market remained weak.
While most figu res indicated that year - on-year there had been
growth in the housing market, these were all weaker tha n would
have normally b een expected, ie below trend .

on pricing in

construction, he said that contrac t ors ' margins remai ned wafer
thin, but manufactur ers had been able to raise prices by 3-4% .
This, though, was an increase in list prices;

ach ieved prices

were probably lower.
Sir Chip s Keswick commented that the recent atten tion paid to
land prices might be misleading .

While it was true that

builders had paid increasingly high prices for land recently,
they might well be unable to pass them on to their customers .
Higher land prices did not necessarily mean higher house pr ic es
in t h e future .
Mr Plenderleith asked for court Members' views on why the
housing market was weak - did they feel that there was a
problem with the current price structure?

Sir Colin Corness said that nominal house prices had risen
within the last year, but in real terms were unchanged on the
year .

He felt that the "soft" housing market was explained by

a lack of cons u mer confidence .

People were still uncertain

about their employment prospects n n d the political climate .
They remain ed worried about th e possible wi thdrawal of mortgage
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interest tax relief, and the impact of the recent tax increases
was also an important factor .
Sir Colin Southgate felt that the weakness in the housing
market was probably a good thing.

Previously, the housing

market had been the driving force for inflation.

He reported

that, at least in his area, the economy in recent months had
been flat.

However, he remained bullish, expecting 5% growth

during 1994 in his business .
Discussing the Inflation Report directly, he felt that
h ighlighting particular issues of concern with regard to future
inflation was very useful, and played a helpful role in
projecting our concerns to the markets and the wide r economy.
He felt that future reports should concinue to build on this,
reinforcing the attention paid to these topics.

He was

particularly keen to SPe more research done on the merits of
profit-related pay, feeling that tlte closer workers wages' were
related to performance, the better.
With regard to economic growth, Sir David Scholey wondered
whether we should be less concerned with capacity constraints,
and more concerned with attempting to raise the level of trend
growth.

Mr King noted the benefits of increasing trend growth,

even by 0 . 1 percentage point, but telt that, aside from
technological improvement and reorganisation within specific
sectors, opportunities tor boosting the trend growth rate were
limited.

Countries undergoing technological " catch up " , as

Germany and Japan were post-war, would have faster rates of
growth;

but once th1s had occurred, their growth rates had

fallen to levels similar to the UK's.

Also, as the Inflation

Report had shown, there had been a trend decline in labour
supply in the UK, which will reduce the prospects for output
growth .
Sir David Scholey felt that the Bank's work on market - based
expectations of inflation, and the comparisons with other
macroeconomic forecasts, should be continued.

He also said

that ther e did not appear to be a general awareness of the move
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from a target range for RPIX from 1-4%, to 1-2 . 5% by t he end of
the parli amen t.

The Inflation Repurt could remind the wider

community of this move .
Sir Jeremy Morse asked to what extent the next rise in interest
rates would be due to the psychological importance attached to
rising rates - ie the message this communicated to the markets
- or woul d it be dependent upon our expectations of the f uture
outcomes ot the economy as a whole (the mechanics of the
eco nomy, as he put i t).

The Gove r nor said that the Bank was

continuously monitoring the mechctnics of the economy and ,
whilst aware of the impact that market psychology could have,
any judgement on interes t rat e movements would be based on the
expectations of the economy ' s future performance - ie the
mechanics.
Sir Christopher Hogg a s ked to what extent the Bank was certain
that an increase in interest rates would affect the economy in
a manner s i milar to previous increases .

The Governor said that

we could not be confident of the i mpact of any interest rate
rise .

We did not have a perfect unders t anding of the

transmission mechanism - the way that i nt erest rate changes
a ffect the economy;

this process took at least two years

before the full e f f ects came through .

Any interest rate change

would always involve an element of judgement.

However, he felt

that the increased transparency in policy making, a nd the
pub l icati o n of the Inflation Report and of th e minutes of the
monthly Governor /Chancellor meetings, had improved the
understanding of the process involved in monetary policy .

As

press reaction to the Inflation Report had show n , views may
differ but the underlying debate seemed to have been a bsorbed.
Improved transparency had led to a clearer unders tanding of the
transmission mechanism ctmong the wider community, and the
objectives of the current monetary stance .
Mr Townend, a Deput y Director with responsibility for Market
Operation s , and Mr Tucker, the Head of Gilt-Edged and Money
Markets Division, attended Court for the discussion of the
paper "Recen t Developments in the Sterling Money !1arkets 11

•
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In introducing th e paper, Mr Townend said that it was an
attempt to remove some of the mysLique about t he money markets
and our operations in particular .
There were two general points to make .

First, there was no

such thing as the ster ling money mnrkct , but a whole series of
parallel markets, from deposits t o cash instruments and the
derivative markets.

Seco nd, we a nd other ce ntral banks we re

interested in th ese markets for a number o t reasons, but mai nly
because the level of short-term interes t rates was the
instrument of monetary policy .

We secured the level that we

and the Government thought right by our ope rations in the money
ma rket .
The Bank operated in n broadly similar way to other central
banks .

Essentially the banking sys t em was kept regularly s hort

of cash in t he knowledge that t he only replenishment can come
from ourselves .

It we did not provide sufficient cash o n the

day, the only result, at the end of the day, would be that the
mai n sett lement banks' accou nts at the Bank of England would be
drawn down.

We placed on these banks an obligation not to go

overdrawn and they paid a penalty if they did, so there was an
incentive to participate in our operatio ns.
Mr Towne nd explained that liquidity was provided by buying
elig ible bank b1lls (either outright or on repo) from our
coun t e rparc ies - the discou nt houses - who stood between us and
the banking system.

The stock of assistance provided was

constantly rolling over, which itsel t generated shortages ; but
we cou ld add to these if neces sary , by i ncreasing the weekly
Treasury bill t e nder.

The Bank published a daily fore cas t of

the expected s hortage, and operated at a number of set t imes in
the day to relieve it .
The rate at which the Bank bought bil l s sig nalled the level of
interest rates with which we were content, so at present we
were buying bills up to one mo nth in maturity at 5 1/8 % rate of
discount, which equated to a yield of 5 1/4 %.

And we expected

market rates to be broadly in line - but this highlighted the
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fact that our influence did not extend much beyond this, quite
s hort, maturity.

I f we wanted to change the official level of

interest r ates, we could deal at different bill rates - higher
or lower t han before - or we could signal our intentions by
reintroducing Minimum Lending Rate f or a shor t period, l ike a
day . If we wanted to influence market expectations of rates,
we could do so by chan gi ng our operations in ways ranging from
the very subtle to the very obvious.
Mr Town end indicated that the rest of the paper was in broadly
chree sect!ons ;

past, present and future.

The section on the

past identified a problem which had arisen in particular ly
acute form two years ago, just before the ERM- exit .

Foreign

e xchange market intervention had drained s t erli ng cash from the
banking system, and this had to be replaced through our money
ma rket operations, so increa s i ng the stock of assis tan ce. With
the increased stock had come increased daily shortages, much
more than needed co con trol short-term interest rates, and
putting inLolerable strains on the system; this problem was
subsequen t ly exacerbated by the s~ale of our gilt funding last
y ea r .

The increased dai ly shortages during th is period

occurred at a time when the discou nt houses had b ee n s hrinking
in size, as a r esult of capital losses and as the main banks
changed their own liquidity behaviour away from placing secured
deposits with the houses towards holding bills on their own
balance sheet.
Meanwhile, the combination of bigger liquidi ty shortages and
reduced capacity ot the houses to sell bills to us had meant
that one or two dominant banks with l arge bill portfolios
could, by the ir own capricious behaviour - by dec id i ng either
to co-operate freely in our operations, so producing easy
market condit ions , or refusing to co -operate and causing tight
money conditions - have a significant influence on overnight
rates and could use their power to their own commercial

advantage .

Highly volatile overnight rates had resu l ted,

contributing to fluctuations in the seven-day rate .
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The Bank had been determined to address this problem.

This was

not because we thought that volatile overnight rates disturbed
economic behaviour, or were even influential on the exchange
rate, nor because they cas~ doubt on our ability to secure the
officially-desired level of interest rates.
But they did risk
damaging London's reputation for deep and liquid markets.
our solution came in two parts.
Fjrst, to change the funding
rule to allow monetary sector gilt purchases to count towards
funding (and backdating the change by a year), which would have
the effect of reducing the stock of assistance considerably by
the end of the current financial year .

And second, by

augmenting our daily operations through offering regular
fortnightly repo transactions in gilts to a broad set of
banking counterparties, providing liquidity for either two or
four weeks in maturity.

This new technique simultaneously :

mobilised a greater pool of el 1gible paper

1

gilts in

addition to bills;
provided a slice of assistance off-market, and so reduced
the residual daily shortages; and
provided liquidity well spread around the banking system.
As the charts in the paper showed, this mechanism had been
very effective in reducing the volatility of overnight
interest rates: so we judged it, to date, a success.
Finally, look ing to the future, the Bank was conscious that no
market stayed static.
changes:

We had identified three possible

one was to our counterparties, where we were ready to

move away fron the discount houses if we needed to

1

content to continue dealing through them at present .

but were
The

second involved more complex changes to the instruments through
wh ich we provided liquidity, perhaps dealing ourselves in

a

generalised gilt repo market - which for this purpose might be
thought of as a kind of secured money market - if our present
deliberations led us in this direction.

Finally, European
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developments could serve as a catalyst to bring even closer
together the

moneta~y

operations performed by the different

European national central banks;

much work on this remained to

be done .
The paper concluded, Mr Townend noted, by inviting comments on
a number of questions :
did the money markets perform their function well or were
ther e still deficiencies?
was the Bank's evolutionary approach, working with the
grain of the market, the right one?
would Cour t be inte r ested in companion papers on our gilt
und foreign exchange ma rket operations?
Mr Plenderleith welcomed the opportunity to brief Court about
the machinery ot the Bank's money market operations .

He noted,

reinforcing what Mr Townend had said, that this was an area
undergoing a continuing process of evolutionary change and
invited any comments on how the Bank should manage that
process.
Sir Christopher Hogg identified a general reluctance to change
what seems to work. In his own experience, markets were not
whut they seemed: current developments in the equity ma rket
i l lustrated this point.

He would very much welcome papers on

the technic al aspects o f the Bank's various Ma rket operations
from time t o time.
Sir Jeremy Morse, who welcomed the development of repos,
commented that a substantial Government debt market was the
foundation for a financial centre.

In his view, the paper

underp layed the impact of the Government's finances in money
markets .

Mr Townend agreed that, on a day-to-day basis,

shortages or excesses in the market reflected the flow of funds
to and from Government; but, tak en over a year, the impact of
Government funding should be flat given the full fund policy .
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Sir Chips Keswick had no doubt that the Bank understood and
could control the cash markets, but he was less certain about
the derivatives markets.
Developing the point, Mr King
wondered whether the latter markets might produce a body of
information helpful in the formulation of monetary policy, in
the way that studies of the gilt markets had done.

He also

noted the benefits, discussed earller, in the more open and
transparent stance taken towards the formulation of monetary
policy.

He suggested that the events surrounding the Treasury

Bill tender on 29 July highlighted the need for clarity and
transparency in the signals given by the Bank's money market
operations.
In responding, Mr Plenderleith said that the Bank viewed the
futures and derivatives markets as part of the overall money
market.

He agreed that awareness of dCtivity in these markets

was relevant to the Bank's understanding of what was going on
in the markets generally so we were actively expanding contacts
with markec operators in futures and derivatives.
Mr Quinn highlighted the connections made in the paper between
the arrangements for jmplementing monetary policy through money
market operations and payments systems and supervisory issues .
This reinforced, in his view, the value of having the
supervisory function in or close to lhe central bank.
With reference to a Minute of 10 February, Mr Johnson, an
Analyst in the Business Finance Division, attended Court for
the discussion of the Private Finance Initiative (PFI) .
In introducing the discussion, Mr Kent opened by setting out
the two main issues;
of the PFI;

the potential macro-economic implications

and the micro aspects, ie the policy

1

its

implementation and the role of the Private Finance Panel as an
intermediary smoothing the way.

Describing the initiative with

reference to the Prime Minister's recent speech (27 July 1994 " The Role and Limits of the State " ), Mr Kent summarised the
policy, philosophy and objectives thus:

the objective of the

PFI was to renew the nation's capital stock in an affordable
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way through a partnership between the public and private
sectors, such that the synergy achieved allowed this goal to be
reached more swiftly and effectively than either side could
afford, or manage, on its own.
It occupied somewhat uneasily
middle ground between pure public sector and outright
privatisation.
In his speech, the Prime Minister had Leaffirmed the
Government's commilment both to privatisation and to bringing
in private capital to make better use of taxpayers' money, at
the same time introducing the skills of private enterprise into
the public sector.
A list of projects suitable for private
finance was soon to be published, and the political will
existed to overcome any legal obstacles that might inhibit
certain departments from following suit.

In future, Ministers

would have to demonstrate to EDX (the Cab in e t committee which
allocates public spending) that they had fully explored private
finance options. To d certain degree, the PFI represented
additionality, but should perhaps best be seen as levering in
private capital, sharing risk with the private sector and
harnessing its management flair.
Mr Kent noted that the Private Finance Panel (PFP) was intended
to perform a catalytic/braking role, much like the wellestablished London AppLoach company support framework .

It

would essentially be an "unblocker of obstacles to the conduct
of projects", and most definitely not involved in
prioritisingjevaluating projects.
Equally, it would neither
become the negotiator of the actual terms of a contract nor
spend other people's money . This said, he was puzzled that the
Government was not willing to give greater resources to the
Panel, when it was simultaneously employing a multitude of
professional consultants . To illustrate the honest broker
role, Mr Kent cited the generalities of his involvement in the
Channel Tunnel Rail Link .
The Governor expressed some nervousness that the PFI could be
misconstrued as simply financial engineering - the " free
lunch " .

Mr King developed t his theme by questioning whether
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the burden of r enewing the capital stock could really be
reduced by bringing in private finance, since the same finite
amount of resources was consumed. He saw advantages to the PFI
in making projects more efficient, both through competition and
bringing in particular manage ment skills . on the downside, he
said that the PSBR was not a "g iven " and one could not simply
move projects off balance sheet and spend more .

Equally, he

challenged the assumptio n that the private sector and its
capital were a l ways good :

cert ain projec ts were in the public

sector for good reason. Thus he was supportive of the concept
of boosting efficiency and expertise, but remained wary of the
"free lunch" .
Ms Masters (also a PFI member) highlighted the long-term
pr essures on public expendi tur e that could be exerted by a need
to service projects Jriven by additionality .

She was mindful

of the need for the effective prioritisation of projects .
Rather than being an off-balance sheet device , she saw the
policy as prompting a fundamental shift in the public and
private sectors' relationship .
The Governor was concerned th a t the conceptual framework
necess a ry to ensure the i n itiative's eco n omic success was not
yet in place, but that there was already a drive to initiate
high profile projecLs .

The macro implications for th e conduct

of monetary policy were not, at this stage, sufficiently clear .
In response to

d

question from Sir David Scholey testing the

Bank's locus i n this matter , the Gove rnor saw a clear role for
the Bank under the third core purpose.
Sir Colin Southgate thought that HMT were nervous about the
PFI, especially since several Ministers had gone on record as
indicating the potential for increased public spending.

He was

quite scathing of the initia t ive, and questioned the wisdom of
employ i ng more expensive pr ivate capjtal in many instances .
His view was that the PFI needed to revisit the drawing board
and that the Ba nk s h oul d, a t thi s s tage, not be
supporting/endorsing it.

The Governor saw scope for greater

efficiencies in what might typ ically be cons idered public
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sector projects (eg prisons), through the private sector
management of such projects.

Sir Chips Keswick saw the PFI as

"a good idea, but going nowhere", given t he lack of significant
results to date.
Sir Jeremy Morse was concerned that the Bank might end up
pushing the banks into supporting PFI projects . The Eurotunnel
company support operation was possibly similar, and he wondered
whether the Bank felt in retrospect tha t there were lessons to
be drawn from it.

The Governor made it clear that this was not

the Bank's role.

The Governor and Mr Kent outlined the hi s tory

ot the Bank's involvement in Eurotunnel, and agreed that it was
far less likely that it would engage to the same extent in such
a company - support case today.
Sir Colin Southgate cited
Eurotunnel as an illustration of a failure in both private
sector finance and project management.
By contrast, with the
PFI the percept ion was t hat the private sector was typically
better placed to manage such risks.
Mr Kent clarified the PFI's role in "unblocking problems ".
Such problems, he said, were more likely to be found in the
relationship betwe en the Government and the private sector
rather than the financing of projects per se.
Under the executive report:1

The Governor mentioned that Court on 19 October would focus
on a number of internal matters concerning work priorities,
staffing issues and the administrative and budgetary
framework.

It was proposed to start the meeting at 9 . 00 am

and he asked that those who were unable to attend at that
time should let him know.
2

The Governor also mentioned that some Members of Court had
expressed concern about receiving copies of the Minutes of
the Board of Banking Supervision, as details of particular
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cases mentioned therein night raise conflicts of interest
and thus place them in a difficult position.

He suggested

that Members may wish to consider their individual position
in advance of a further discussion on t h is issue .

)

~~~
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 18 AUGUST 1994
Present
Rupert Lascelles Pennant - Rea, Esq, Deputy Gove rnor
Ian Plenderleith, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
rati fica ti on by the next Court .
Th e Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted .
There being no comments on the weekly figures, Mr Plenderleith
s p oke about the foreign exchanges and the state of the domestic
markets .
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MINUTES OF A f.tEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 25 AUGUST 1994

Present
Rupert Lascelles Pe nnant-Rea, Esq , Deputy Governor
Ian Plenderleith, Esq

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratifi cation by the next Court.
Th e Minutes of the last Meeting, having been circulated, were
noted.
Mr Plenderleith commented on the weekly figures and then went on to
speak about the foreign exchanges and the state of the domestic
mar kets.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 1 SEPTEMBER 1994

Present
Edward Alan John George , Esq, Governor
Pendarell Hugh Ke nt, Esq
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
rati fication by the next Court .
Th e Minutes of the last Mee t ing , having been circulated, were
noted .
There being no comments on the weekly figures, Mr Plenderleith
spoke about the foreign exchanges, including the Official Reserves
figur es for August, and the state of the domestic markets .
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MINUT ES OF A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 8 SEPTEMBER 1994

Present
Edwa r d Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert La scelles Pennant-Rea , Esq, Deputy Governor
Sir Dav i d James Scott Cooksey
Sir Col i n Ross Corness
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Ms Sheila Masters
S ir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Br ian Quinn, Esq
Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE
Professor Sir Roland Smith

Hug h Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

Th e Minut es of the Court of 11 August and those of t he Meetings of
1 8 and 25 August, and 1 September, having been circulated, were
approved.
Th ere being no comments on the weekly figures, Mr Plende r lei th
spo k e about t he foreign exchanges and t h e state of t h e domest ic
mark ets .
The Governor , in noting that this was the last appearance at cour t
of Mr Croughton, the Secretary of the Bank, thanked him for the
c ontribution he had made to the Bank generally and, over the past
t e n years, to Court in particular.
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MI NUTES OF A MEETI NG OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 15 SEPTEMBER 1994

Presen t
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Mer vyn Al l i s t e r King , Esq
Ian Plen der leith , Esq
Brian Qu i n n , Es q

Hugh Christopher Em l yn Ha rr i s, Esq

Th e number of Directors assembl e d being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
rat if i cation by the next Court.
Th e Govern o r welcomed th e new Secretary.
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted .
The r e b ein g no comments on the weekly figures, Mr Plenderleith
s p oke about the foreign exchanges and the state of the dome stic
markets .

The market had taken Monday's rise i n interest rates

wel l , a n d by a n d lar ge this response had been maintained.

r~r~
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 21 SEPTEMBER 1994
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Sir Martin Wakefield Jacomb
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister Ki ng, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq
Professor Sir Roland Smith

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The Minutes of the Court of 8 September, and the Meeting of
15 September, having been circulated, were approved.

Monthly Economic and Markets Report
At the Governor's invitation, and with the agreement of Members
of Court, Mr Bowen, Head of the Inflation Report Division,
attended Court for the discussion of the Monthly Economic and
Markets Report.
The Governor n oted that the MEMR would be laid before Court in
those months when there was no Inflation Report to discuss.
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In the third month, the Inflation Report itself would provide
the basis for discussion .

This would, in practice, have to be

after publication because of the timing of long Courts,
although the main lines of the Report would be apparent from
the MEMR laid before Court during the previous month.
However, at the long Court on 19 October there would,
exceptionally, be no time to discuss an MEMR, but it wou ld be
possible to schedule a half-hour routine Court for t hi s purpose
on 27 october if Members would find that helpful.

court

agreed that this should be arranged.
Introducing the MEMR, Mr King sa i d that the main developments
since the August Inflation Report had been the emergence of
more evidence o f price rises in intermediate goods - coming
from surveys, the Agents, anecdote (including from Members of
Court) and from the PPI figures themselves - and significant
upward revisions to GOP .

Despite a slowing of consumption

growth, i nvestment and export demand were rising strongly and
it was clear that the output gap was both smaller, and closing
more rapidly, than we had previously thought .
These were the factors behind the interest rate judgment
reached earlier i n the month and put into ef fec t on
1 3 september .

This had been well received in the markets and

in the press.
Mr King sought views particularly on the extent to which prices
of intermediate goods were really starting to rise;

whether

such rises were simply a reflection of commodity price
increases or included other elements;

and whether investment

spending was rising, and how quickly increased capacity would
come through.
Mr P lenderleith, commenting on the market charts laid before
Court, said that the markets had, for some time b efore the
interest rate rise, had a sense of steady recovery combined
with incipient cost pressures, but had been uncertain about how
and when the authorities would react (and had indeed feared
that the move, when it came , would be inept) .

Reactions to
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the move, when it did come, had been positive.

The subsequent

bond market weakness had been driven more by international
events than by any reappraisal of a domestic stance.
Referring to Mr King's questions about cost pressures,
Sir Roland Smith said that there had indeed been significant
increases in the costs of chemicals, aluminium and steel
products;
prices.

these continued and were being reflected in input
The pressures were global;

indeed, i n concentrating

on the UK alone, the Bank risked seeing on ly part of the
picture .

Cost pressures had not yet been reflected at the

stage of final prices, but would be, perhaps by the first half
of 1995, once stocks had adjusted .
manufacturers putting on capacity;

He did not yet see
but in areas where business

conditions were strong, margins were an issue.
Sir David Lees said that manufacturers were keen to raise
prices .
capacity:

Whether or not they could do so would depend on spare
where they were running below potential output, they

wou l d not argue over prices, preferring to keep volumes up .
Capacity utilisation was now improving, reflecting both UK and
European demand, and that was giving manufacturers the
confidence to push for higher pr ices .
Sir Christopher Hogg agreed that gl obal deve lopme nts were
important .

There was pressure from raw material prices;

output gap was closing fast , if not already closed ;

the

and

companies would be more inclined to concede higher wages in
these circumstances, simply in order to maintain production.
Sir Chips Keswick commented that some bank lenders were cutting
margins.

In international capital markets, the issue was not

so much inflation as the scale of individual countries'
deficits;

lenders were keen to penalise deficit countries.

Sir Martin Jacomb endorsed the views expressed on costs.
h e felt that margins remained under pressure:

But

in the

electrical supply industry, for example, higher copper prices
had led to smaller margins despite two price increases.

At
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p r esent, companies were aiming to fill capacity, where at a
European leve l there was a surp lus.

In many businesses ,

manager s h ad no t yet realised t hat in a non- i n flationary world,
mar gi n s would, inevitably, not recover fully .
The Govern or suggested t hat t he macroeconomic data had not been
showing pressure on marg ins - rather the reverse - and had also
s u g g ested t h a t company pro f i t s were e x ceptionally strong,
c r eati ng a n envir onmen t for n e w investment in capac i ty .
He
inv i t ed views on how our pre- emptive move on interest rates
last week would affect this.

Mr King confirmed that profits

were strong in the corporate sector, and that t he evidence on
margin s , although statistically less robus t, suggested that
they had held up wel l except in retailing.
Sir Christopher
Hogg thought that the aggregate figures wo uld have benef i tted
fr om weake r companies going out of business;

S ir David Lees

s u ggeste d t hat cos t controls and better use of existing
cap acity h ad he l ped margins.

But capacity was now the issue,

and skilled l a bour shortages a particular conc e rn .
In t erms of public presentation of policy, S i r David Lees added
that the lower part of the target range was not so deeply
emb edded in the public's mind as it should be, and suggeste d
th at this s h ould be given more emphasis over the corning mon t h s .
The November Budget
The Governor invited Mr King to introduce the paper concerning
our Budget advice to the Chancellor, cop i es or wh i ch had been
laid before Court.
Mr King said that our main message was
tha t the Chancello r should adhere to hi s existing plans, and
this had to involve adjusting cash spending targ ets downwards
to reflect the lower inflation outturn.

The real test for the

Government would be whether they could be as firm on public
spending as the original strategy implied.
In response to a
question from sir Roland Smith, both Mr King and
Mr Plenderleith confirmed that the PSBR for this
currently a bit better than on track.

ye~r w~s
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Ms Masters asked whether we were c o n cerned abou t the
Government ' s e v ident aim of holding rec ord e d public spending
down by shifting it into private or semi-priv ate categories,
for example through the pr i vate finance i nitiative.

Mr King

said that this was a worry, particularly if it understated the
macroeconomic pres sures on demand , and the Gc•vernor added that
it was particularly worrying if the Governmen1t saw such devices
as some kind of "magic".

:If there were real efficiency gains,

that was indeed a saving - but it certainly
saving.

~ras

not a 100%

But the PF:I was politi c al l y sens i t i v e , a n d it was not

easy to make such points in the Budge t advice.
European Monetar y :Ins titute
At the Governor's invitation, and with the aqreement of Court,
Mr Collins, Head of the Policy Planning Group, attended for the
discussion of his paper on the EMI.

Introducing his paper,

Mr Collin s said that it illustrated the range of issues being
addressed by the EMI and the pace at which the technical work
was proceeding.
t h is .

The Bank was playing a very full part in

Taking up this last point, the Governor said that he

himself was participating fully in Council

rnE~etings,

and that

t h e Bank h ad made a significant contribution to the staffing of
t h e EMI .

The Governor referred to a letter that he had

received from Sir Jeremy Morse, who was unable to attend Court
that d ay.

Sir Jeremy, readin g Mr Collins' paper, had the

sense that we were rather tentative and defensive about our
i nvolvement, perhaps reflecting the UK's current political
doubts about sovereignty .

Th e Governor, for his part, was

q u ite clear that we were p articipating fully at a technical
level .

At that level, of course, we could make clear our

techn ical doubts about the EMU process, and particularly the
pace of monetary integration ;

but that was quite separa te from

t h e p o l itical issues, and we had to be clear about that in o ur
own minds.
Sir Chr ist opher Hogg we l c ome d the Governor 's comments.

This

was an a r ea i n wh ich the Bank s h ou ld make a full contributi o n.
It wou ld b e a pity if t h e Ba nk was though t to be infected by
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the UK public sector's reluctance to participate in European
initiat i ves .
The Governor said that there was, of course, a big resource
issue for the Bank.

The people the EMI were likely to want

were precisely those in short supply here.

But Professor

Lamfalussy, President of the EMI, had been entirely happy with
the support that we had given thus far.
Mr Quinn added that
we were certainly perceived in the EMI as pulling our weight,
even if this was not always the v iew in Brussels.
Sir David Lees was surprised at the current lack of public
debate on these issues, given the pace at which work was
proceeding.

He noted that the European commercial banks had

recently d eclared a rapid introduction of an ECU currency to be
i mpractical.

The Governor said that this took us straight to

one of the key technical issues - whether there should be a
" big bang" , or alternatively a phased introduction, "stage 3A".
With the latter, the banks' worries would disappear.

But even

technical issues could have large political 1mplications - for
instance, the design of banknotes, and whethHr they could
retain national characteristics .
Sir Martin Jacomb felt that the Bank's
must have a strong influence.

stancE~

was right.

We

There was, of course, a

difficult PR point, as our invo lvement might be seen as
implying that we saw a common currency as a qood idea.

We

would have to stress that we were making surfa that the
technical work was being done proper l y, so that the political
issues were identified correctly and publ icly at the right
time.
agreed:

That might have to be done very soon.

The Governor

it would soon become public knowledqe that we were

chairing the committee on the design of a European note .

Sir

David Lees stressed the need for these issues to be aired in
the Bank's Annual Report .
centre for Central Banking studies

At the Governor's invitation, and with the agreement of Court,
Mr Price attended Court for the discussion of his paper on the
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future role of the Centre for Central Banking Studies.
Introducing his paper, he said that the issue f o r him was
making the best use of the resources at his ciisposal.

He had

financial help from the European Community and from the UK
Know-how Fund, but most of his resources came from the Bank,
either directly or through the provision of Bpeakers for his
courses.

Mr Price's aim was to continue to raise the level of

training, running workshops and seminars, an<1 improving handout
material.
Sir David Lees asked whether there was a staLemenL of the
objectives of the CCBS:
financing?

what was it for,

wh~r

wasn't it self-

Mr Price said that the Bank had a long tradition

of providing such training to orient o t her

CE~ntral

way of doing things and, prospective:y, to

b :~ing

this country.
participate;
did it free.

banks to our

business to

Many City firms saw it as good PR to
moreover, other centra l banks

<~id

the same, and

The Governor, nevertheless, said that it would

be useful to provide a statement of objectives for the CCBS at
this stage.
Slr Chips Keswick Lhought that it would be a mistake to charge
for training, given the clear benefits to tht: United Kingdom.
Sir Martin Jacomb stressed the benefits of

b .~inging

people to

London for training - it would be good for the UK, and
establish contacts which would last a long time.
Ms Masters asked how training was rationed.

Mr Price said

that there was an internal view on priorities, based on the
"reformability" of countries, and work in some areas was
allocated by the IMF among different prov i ders of training.
But we could not be sure of getting che balance right - there
was no market process.

Equally, there was no robust way of

measuring success.
Sir Christopher Hogg suggested that involvement in technical
assisLance was a good way of using Bank people who might not
immediately be in demand here.

Mr Price agreed, but added

that he did not want the CCBS itself to be used as a dumping
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ground for surplus Bank staff .

He wanted a spell in the CCBS
to be seen as a good career move for staff in, say, their midt h irties .
The Governor agreed.

CREST

At the Governor's invitation and with the agreement of court,
Mr Saville attended the Court discussion of t1is paper on the
risks posed to the Bank by involvement in the CREST project.
The Governor summarised Mr Saville's paper as saying that CREST
posed little financial or legal risk to the Bank, but a major
reputational risk if we got it wrong.

Mr Saville added that

there were several controls on the project O'Jer and above the
Bank's normal monitoring:

these came from tl1e Advisory

Committee and from external audit.
Sir David Lees was concerned that finance was not guaranteed
through to the end of the proj ect.

Mr Saville said that the

project was deliberately structured with break-points.
next major one was at the end of 1995.

The

At that stage we were

due to hand over the software.

This would absorb £12 mn,

which was fully committed by the

shareholder:~.

If the project stopped at that stage for any reason, we could
still walk away;

the risk was the shareholders'.

They had no

difficulty with that.
Ms Masters wondered whether we could really :s eparate financial
from reputational risk in this way.

If things went wrong,

were we not bound in reality to accept some financial liability
- and were we not consequently exposed to it now?

Mr Saville

said that the financial agreements would be in place in
October, and Mr Kent added that we had, in practice, had no
option but to continue with the project ahead of these
agreements as an act of faith;

a loss of momentum at this

stage would be fatal.
In response to questions f r om Sir Roland smith, Mr Saville
confirmed that the project was on schedule, and that the
tech nology was tried and tested - the technical risks, he said,
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were "extraordinarily low".

There were risks of legislation

or regulation not being put in place, but those were beyond our
control.
There was significant support for the project, both
from the shareholders and from customers.
Mr Quinn wondered what was meant by "a
audit.

degree~"

of external

Given the extent of trust involved, the Bank had an

interest in pinning down this part of the co111trol environment.
Mr Saville said that the scope and intensity of the audit would
be discussed with the Advisory Committee.

Derivatives
At t h e invitation of the Governor, and with the agreement of
Court, Mr Bond attended for the discussion of his two papers.
Sir Christopher Hogg said that he saw the issues raised as
being essentially for regulators rather than for legislators.
The players in these markets were profess ionals, and when
things had gone wrong the issues were clearly for company
boards, and the main governing theme therefore had to be proper
disclosure.
The Governor said that this was our instinct too, and that
other central banks were moving in this direction.

Corporate

involvement in derivatives was not yet a major problem here,
but was emerging as one of the United States, where the losers
were resorting to litigation .

One problem with disclosure was

that everybody had a different view as to what would need to be
disclosed, and i t was not clear what self - selected disclosures
would actually achieve.
Sir Martin Jacomb said that it was unfortunate that the
accountancy profession was so far from agreeing on a proper
disclosure regime.

Sir Chips Keswick noted the difficulty of

valuing risk, and Ms Masters said that no simplistic rule could
be made to work in this area.

It was an area that should,

nevertheless, be pursued with the Accounting Standards Board.
Mr Bond said that, in the United States, disclosures had tended
to be qualitative rather than attempting to quantify risk.
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Mr Quinn noted that banks had many possible ways of valuing the
risks o n their own books;

the regulators had to keep these

under c l ose review, and to strike a balance between their own
concerns and the needs of the market.

For non-supervised

firms, rating agen cies might well have a rol ~e.
Keswick noted that the market could be

damag~ed

Sir Chips
if regulators

needlessly increased t h e capi tal requirements.
Executive Report
Un der the Executive Report :
Ci ty Art s Tru s t

The Governor mentioned Mr Quinn's Directorship of the City
Arts Trust, and this was noted by Court.
Nominatio n of NEDs

The Governor reported that Sir Martin Jacomb and Sir Colin
Corness had indicated that they would be retiring from Court
at the end of February.

He invited Members to contact him

if they had any suggestions about suitable replacements.
National Mo rtgage Bank

With reference to a Minute of 5 May, the Governor said that
the Bank's purchase of National Mortgage Bank was likely to
be completed on 30 September .
Personnel Di rector

The Governor reported that Mr Roy Lecky-Thompson had been
recruited as Personnel Director of the Bank, and that a press
statement had been issued the previous day.

Treasury Fundamental Expenditure Review
Mr Ken t said that HM Treasury were undertaking a fundamental
rev iew of all spending attributable to the: Treasury itself:
and a v ery large propor tion - £86 mn out of £116 ron - re lat e d
to t h e Bank of England .

There were five areas of inter est :

Printing Works and Issue Department, where the Ban k was in
effect a principal;

and Registrar's, Debt. Management a n d the
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Exchange Equalisation Account, where the Bank acts as Agent
for HM Trea sury .

The hierarchy of possibilities being

considered i n each area ranged from aboli1:ion, through
privatisation , market- t esting, the i n trod\lCtion of commercial
manageme nt, tig hter cash limits , no change , and a "Review''·
In the Pr i nting Works area, the Treasury

\~ere

pressing the

case for the introduction of commercial manage ment essentially removing the existing tier of Bank management,
and i nv iting a commercial printer to take advantage of our
capital .

In note issue, they wanted comtnercial banks to

take on more work.
In the Registrar's area, market testing
seemed to be the favoured solution, though initially across
only a small range of the Department's work (which would in
fact be impractical).

In Debt Management, concerns had been

raised about the effective subsidy to CGO .

There seemed to
be no con cerns about the Exchange Equalisation Account side.

This exercise raised significant issues
Court .

f·~r

the Bank and for

Our provisional answers thus far had been that we

would not accept any interference with our own management of
the Bank, a n d that we would take no responsibility for
services provided by thi rd parties.
we had said, wa s nonsensical.

Partial market testing,

We had also pointed out that

our performance under cash limits had been outstanding;

if

there were concerns, they could be addressed by seeking lower
quality ser vices .
The Governor said that these issues would be brought back to
the Long Court on 19 October, which would be discussing the
management of the Bank.

Sir Chips Keswick thought that it

might re-open the uncertainty over whether or not the
Printing Works, or the Bank as a whole, really made profits.
Review of Branches and Agencies
The Governor referred to a letter written to t h e Agents by
the Deputy Governor, copies of which had been placed in
folders.

He said that the review, which would cover all of

the functions of the Branches and Agencies, was independent
of but relevant to the concerns expressed under the previous
item, and would inevitably resu lt in a p eriod of uncertainty,
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but it was necessary to keep cash

handlin<~,

in particular,

under review .
o ctober court Timi ngs
The Governor outlined plans for the October Court, which
would start at 9 am on 19 October, and cover the new Purposes
a n d Responsibilities statement, as well a:s reports on the new
organisation of the Bank and on staffing issues.

This would

continue over lunch, which would i nvolve ·the Non- Executives
and the Governors only.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 29 SEPTEMBER 1994
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lasce l les Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted.
There being n o comments on the weekly figures, Mr Plenderleith
spoke briefly about the foreign exchanges and the state of the
domestic markets.
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MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 6 OCTOBER 1994

Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea , Esq, Deputy Governor
Brian Quinn, Esq
sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted.
There being no comments on the weekly figures, The Governor spoke
briefly about the foreign exchanges, including the Official
Reserves figures for September, and the state of the domestic
markets .

-
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A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 13 OCTOBER 1994

Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Mervyn Al lister King, Esq
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted.
There were no comments on the weekly figures,
or the state of the domestic markets.

thE~

foreign exchanges
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 19 OCTOBER 1994
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant - Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Sir David James Scott Cooksey
Sir Colin Ross Corness
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Ms Sheila Valerie

~asters

Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq
Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE
Professor Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Grieve Southgate

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The Minutes of the Court of 21 September ar.d the Meetings of
29 September, 6 and 13 Occober, having been circulated, were
approved.
At the Governor's invitation and with the agreement of Members
of Court, Mr Midgley, Finance Director, attended Court.
The Bank's Purposes, Responsibilities and Philosophy
With reference to a Minute of 24 February 1994, the Deputy
Governor introduced a revised statement on t.he Bank's Purposes,
Responsibilities and Philosophy .
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The Deputy Governor sa:d that the previous text, settled lr:
1991, had been discussed on several occasions since, but the

possible changes had not previously been drawn together.

The

revised version had now been discussed at ExCo, and a "pocket"
version prepared with the intention of getting the staff to
identify more closely with it.
If approved by Court, the
Deputy Governor would hold a series of presentations for the
staff.
Sir David Scholey asked whether the new language in the PRP
statemenl was intended to mark a reducLion in our readiness to
become involved in third core purpose issues;

he also felt

that t:he reference to the "public good" sounded archaic.
~eputy

The

Governor said tha= Court had agreed that there remained

a dis t inctive third core purpose, though people might still
feel that the balance ln the pa9er was wrong.

Mr Kent said

that the changed language did not in his view imply a change in
substance.

Rather the language now better described what we

had been doing and sti l l were doing.

The Governor said

over the long term there probably had been a change.

tha~

Going

back even 10 years, it was possible to see the Bank as having
been more inclined to intervene.

As one moved [rom the second

into the third core purposes, there was inevitably a spectrum
of issues.

CREST was closer to the second core purpose:

but

the further we went down the spectrum, the more we were
inclined to ask ourselves whether we were justified in becoming
involved.

He thought it less likely now, for example, that we

would get involved again in EuroTunnel.
Sir Colin Corness felt that "promoting the publ i c good" was a
useful expression:

it recognised that the Bank was not working

in narrow isolation.

The Governor agreed that it was

fundamental to perceptions of the Bank that we did exist for a
public policy purpose.

If the language was old fashioned,

then it served to underline the point.
Sir Chips Keswick asked if the Treasury supported the PRP
statement.

The Governor said that we had not sought to agree
At official level, they were aware of it, and
it with them.
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had accepted it as an internal management tool of the Bank's;
the Bank managed its own affairs, and we h ad (el t it would be
wrong to ask them to endorse it .

In response to a question

from Sir David Scholey, t he Governor suid thut we had not
published the earlier statement but had not been secretive
about it either .
Mrs Heaton fe l t that the new text, in its treatment of the
Bank ' s international work , made the Bank seem more
inward - looking than in the past .

The Deputy Governor said

that he had received an identical comment, w•ith drafting
changes, from Sir Jeremy Morse , and woul d be· amending the text .
Subject to thi s, Court were content with t he statement .

The

Deputy Governor said that it would be r c vic...,•ed again in a
year's time, and any further comments - including from sta:f would be incorporated then .
Administrative Framework

Wi th reference t o a Minute of 11 August 1994, t he Governor
introduced a paper entitled "Administrative Framework :
of Priorities 1995/96 " .

Review

On the monetary policy side, the

Governor said, the Bank had made real progress over Lhe past
year in reinforcing the stability message .

The concern now

was Lhe high level of structural unemployment, and the task was
to try to explain that this could not be directly addressed by
short-term macroeconomic policy.

This wos important because

the tempt ation to do so was contlnually there.

The Bank was

now better geared to address this issue , wit.h the format1on of
a structural economics team in the Monetary Analysis Unit .
There was an obvious read-across to the EMU debate, where it
was possible that countries would achieve tr1e Maastricht Treaty
criteria while still having high and varied l evels of
structural unemp l oyment .

Monetary policy could make a

contribution, but it was an indirect one - ensuring a stable
macroeconomic environment in which companies could plan and
invest.

The Bank could also contribute through the initiative
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on small firms, and chrough its contribution to the private
finance initiative.
Macroeconomic stability would help the

sLabili~y

o( the banking

system.
Our focus in supervision was there:fore likely to be
on particular cases and areas of concern.
These included
money laundering and the pursuit of fraud.

There was a tide

of concern here, and we had to be sensitive to it.

Another
tide, of course, was consumerism - there, we had to be more

cautious, and encourage people to analyse the costs against the
potential benefits.
InLernally, we had to let the new structure of the Bank bed
down and to address che personnel issues left over :rore
Ashridge.
Sir Chips Keswick said that we were operating against a
background of more mobile capital, and a kej' question for us
was how open we would let London remain to t>ranches of some
overseas banks.
Sir David Scholey agreed that the integration
of global capital markets was immensely important;
in this
connection he wondered if the Bank was looking at the
relationshjp with securities supervision.

More generally he

asked what possible priorities had been filt:ered out or held
over in the drafting of the present document:.

The Governor

said that the supervisory framework was one such area .
Another was the independence debate.
Sir Colin Corness welcomed the emphasis on unemployment, which
he thought would get consistently worse, esf>Ccially as the
service

secto~

started shedding labour.

Tt1e Governor agreed,

but said that the Bank had to be clear about: its own role.

:t

could not comment directly on social issues, but could help by
promoting a stable framework for investment.

Ms Masters felt

that the existing approach to public information sounded
reactive; we could be more proactively pressjng for benefits
of price stability.
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Sir David Lees suggested chat the papers offered for this Court
could usefully be drawn together in future Fears 1nto a single
strategic plan.
next year.

The Governor said we woulci explore this for

Prioritie s i n the Monetary Stabi l ity Wing

At the Governor's invitation and with the a9reement of Members
of Court, Messrs Allen, Kentfield and Townend, Deputy Directors
in the Monetary Stability Wing, attended Court to talk about
priorities in their respective areas of the Wing.
Mr Plenderleith said that the priorities in his part of the
MoneLary Stability Wing were to improve the flow of market
information and our

abi~ity

to monitor fast -- changing markets,

and to maintain the standards and cost - effecciveness of Lhe
banking and note issue operations.
more detail the

priorit~es

Mr Townend described ir.

and pressures in Market Operations.

His was a small team, just over 80 people, and it required
staff of the highest calibre.
Retaining them was a problem.
The area depended heavily on the successful delivery of a
number of major IT projects now under way.

Much of the work

was for the Treasury, and a formal remit now covered the
funding task;
area.

another was planned for the foreign exchange

For the corning year, maintaining

key objective.

hi~~h

standards was a

There would be a major change in the gilts

market when a repo market was 1ntroduced.

Work on EMU issues

would absorb an increasing amount of resources.

Mr Townend

added Lhat the new Bank scructure had alreaciy helped to improve
the i nteraction between the markets and analytical sides of the
Bank.
Sir Chips Keswick asked if there were any plans to put the EEA
out to private management.

The Governor said that there were

not, although the funds were the Treasury's not the Bank's.
Sir David Scholey asked how we compared ourselves with other
debt issuers, for example , other central banks.
Mr Plenderleith said that we were increasingly finding ways to
measure performance - not against other cen·tral banks, which
were often not good comparators, but against benchmarks.

We
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had started this with the EEA, ana were mov1ng on to giles.
Sir Colin Southgate asked whether we tested the views of gilt
market participants .

Mr Plenderleith said that we had done so
through our own surveys and through ma~keL lidison.
The

Treasury had not been ready to pay for an i1ndependent survey .
Mr Kentfield spoke about the Banking and Market Services area .
The basic objective was to be as cost-effec·tive as possible .
A lot of Government b u siness had been put out to tender , and we
bid for that, competing on costs and service.

The major issue

was the review of note distribution and the Branches;
t wo big projects were BITS and RTGS.

and the

The 'biggest challenge,

in Mr Kentfield's view, was to maintain staff morale and
motivation during a period of fundamental change.
Mr King, introducing the monetary analysis area, said that the
major changes had been the development of links and interaction
with the operational side, and the 1ntegration of parts of the
International Divisions .
These changes, and the changed role
of the Bank itself, had greatly improved the performance and
motivation of staff in the area .
Mr Allen described the roles of the Monetary Analysis
Divisions, and the benefits that had flowed from involving the
Agents more directly in the monthly monetary assessment
process .

The reorganisation had required a cultural change,

but had made people feel more involved in the policy process,
and t herefore more responsible for their part of it.
Sir Chips

Kesw~ck

asked whether the Agents were less effective

if they did not have their own manageria:
~r

Allen said their status had not changed

responsibi~ities .

some had Branches,

some didn't ;
their input was just better focused .
Sir Roland
Smith asked whether, 1n the absence of Ashridge, the potenti a l
pressures in the three areas would have been any different .
Mr Towncnd and Mr Kentfield said not, and the Governor said
t h at the main effect had been to help interaction between t wo
sid es of the wing.

Sir Dav id Cooksey asked about the
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involvement of the National Audit Office:
that their interest was increasing .

Mr Townend confirmed

Priorities i n t he Financial Stability Wing
At the Governor's invitation and with the agreement of Members
of Court , Messrs Clark and Foot, Deputy Directors and Messrs
Page, Allsopp, Bond and Smith, Heads of Function from within
the Financial Stability Wing, joined Court to talk about the
priorities of their respective areas of the Wing.

Mr Quinn

said that the aim of the new Financial Stability Wing was to
integrate all relevant tasks under a unified structure.

His

greatest concern was with the numbers and qua l ity of staff
available.

In some areas Managers were operat 1ng greatly

below budgeL.

We were trying to attract suit:able people,

inside and outside the Bank.
the Bank.

This was di:ficu_t, even within

There was a risk of the Financial SLability Wing

becoming a "Cinderella" area.

It was something that he was
very conscious of and would be working on.
It would involve
improved staff management, training, development and
motivation.

There was always a tendency for parts of an

organisation to drift apart :

we were dealing with this through

the surviving cross-Bank Committees.
alert to the risks:

But we needed to be

if monetary stability and financial

stability began to develop as different organisations, then the
question of hiving-off might become prominent again.
Mr Foot described the supervisory functions oJ: the S&S area:
essent1.ally

t~ose

budgeted sLaff.

of the old BSD, absorbing 275 of the 350
The particular pressure points identified by

Mr Foot included the large UK banks, where thE: question was how
they were going to use what were by historical standards high
levels of capital;

the systems and profitabi1ity of the main

securities trading banks;
(the CAD);

work on derivativel3 and market risk

and the smaller banks, where the concern was rather

about their long - run viability than imminent collapse.
Internationally, we still had major question marks over the
health of the Japanese banking system, and had to dPal with
awkward requests for new branches and subsidiaries from banks
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in less well-regulated parts of che world, like Russia and
China .

we had a major task ahead in getting to know more

about the supervisory systems of other
banks ln Lhe UK.

countri~s

which have

Fraud remained a major issue, increasingly

requiring international co-operation.

We would be taking on

some responsibilities for Gibraltar in Lhe coming monlhs.
Illegal deposit-taking cases had increased.

Mr Foot added

that the Special Investigations Unit and the Lega l Unit had
become an extremely useful resource, and indispensable partners
in S&S operations.

Returning to the point raised by Mr Quinn,

Mr Foot said that the pressure on senior staff in the S&S area
was currently excessive.

It

co~ld

only be met over time by

improving the qual1ty and experience below Head o f Div1sion
leve l .

Another i ssu e was the retention of ke y junior staff,

many of whom were

at~racted

to the private sector.

Ms MasLers suggested that the Bank's traditio nal approach in
moving people round seemed not to be what was required:
needed highly specialised people.

S&S

Mr Quinn confirmed that the

average length of stay of more senior people in S&S was long,
but permanent supervisors tended to get tunnel vision

it was

a world-wide problem.
Mr Foot said that his ideal was to have
the right mix of skills such as accountancy.
Sir David Scholey asked if our involvement internationally was
as strong as it had been, and whether our concerns about
Japanese banks was shared international]y.

Mr Foot said that

international supervision invo:ved us very heav1ly.

He

mentioned Mr Smout ' s appointment as Chairman o f t he Model
Assessment Group in

Bas~e.

We had many worries;

banks were difficult to assess;

Japanese

another concern was the level

of authorisalion standards in the Netherlands.

Mr Quinn said

that we needed to have more contact with other supervisors
because of Lhe perceived deficiencies with

th(~

Banking Act.

He did not think that in general our reputation had suffered at
all from BCCI:
internationally.

the Bank's supervisors were g:reatly respected
Sir David Scholey said that in that case he

did not understand the problem identified by Nr Quinn of
financial stability becoming a "Cinderella" a:rea.

But
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Sir Chips Keswick thought he understood it:

:it was because tne

S&S people underplayed and undersold r.hemselve s.

There was

too much cost cutting, not enough wi llingness to incur expense,
boring language to describe their functions - they looked
permanently on the back foot.

Mr Foot said t:hat one

particular manifes t ation of the "Cinderella" problem was the
role in the Bank of economists .
I t was diff:i.cult to convince
them that S&S was the place to go to.
Though Michael Foot
himself, and many of the other S&S Heads of D:i.vision, were
economists with wide Bank experience.
The Governor said it
was vital to get the flow going both ways.
Mr Page described the role of WMSD.

As with the S&S area,
WMSD was curre ntly runni ng well under its s t a f f b u dget.
He
spoke about the need to strengthen the area's contacts with
non-Bank players in the wholesale f i nancial markets for the

beneflL of Lhe FS wing as a whole.

For 1995 / 96, beyond our

daily supervision, the largest continuing exerc1se was the
implementation of the Capital Adequacy and Investment Services
Directives - requiring the complete reconstruction of five
capital adequacy regimes which apply to the different types of
firm supervised.

This work was just about on schedule.

A

second key task would be, together with the Market Operations
area, to anticipate and respond to the pressures for structural
change in the gilts and money markets.
The rnain pressure for
change on both markets was Gilr. repo, but the:re were a host of
others.
Bang .

The last major change in the gil t. s rnar k E> t was Bi g
The next year could see a second revolution .

Mr Allsopp spoke about the Payment, SeLtlemenL and Cl earing
Systems Division.

The work priorities for the coming year

included the long-term structure and governance of the sterling
payment systems, where there could be proposa.ls to restructure
the way in which CHAPS was owned and

controll<~d;

international

work to eliminate cross-currency risk in the :settlement of
foreign exchange transactions;

the reform of national and

cross-border payments systems in the European Union; and
efforts to reform the ECU clearing.
Mr Allsopp stressed that
none of these and other priority subjects could be pursued in
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isolation;

to an important degree they fed off each ocher, and

off work going on elsewhere in the Bank.

Mr Allsopp said that

his Division now represented the Bank on nine separate
groupings of central banks, 1n Basle, in Frankfurt and in
Brussels.

At all of these, he had to make sure that the Bank

was represented at a sufficiently senior level to carry weight.
That imposed an increasingly onerous burden on the officials in
his Division.
Sir David Scholey thought that WMSD must be a difficult area to
get people into given its rather diffuse activities.

But

Mr Page said that staff in fact liked WMSD because it combined
supervision with contact with the markets - d i versity was in
fact its strength.
Sir Roland Smith said that the papers heard thus far had talked
about challenges , had in many cases talked about pressures on
staff and management, but had seldom discussed reward
mechanisms.

He could not understand why not.

Mr Foot said

that we clearly did have packages to attract and keep people.
Some of these, for Officials and Officers, wGre centrally
determined.

Where we had Contract Officials we determined the

salaries locally , and paid effectively market rates within
existing budgets.

Sir David Lees commented on the absence of

any attempt to measure performance.
have some way of doing this.

It would be useful to

The Governor said that we would

need to have a general discussion of

tha~

issue.

Mr Smith spoke about the three Financial Infrastructure
Divisions.

The main priorities for the three Divisions had

been listed in papers already circulated:

one of the common

features was Lhe recognition of the changes taking place in the
capital markets, for instance in che way companies raised
finance, the challenges facing the Stock Exchange over the
sustainability of the existing structure.

Derivatives was

likely to be a major area of concern, as was the competitive
challenge facing London as a financial centre .

Within the

Business Finance Division the financing of small firms and the
Private Finance Initiative were important.

SLaffing was a
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problem for management, as in other areas, part 1cularly where
one of the three infrastructure Divisions was newly created.
Already management saw a need for a different m1x of staff,
embracing those with experience of markets in the City, wiLh
possibly less reliance on conventional graduate recruitment.
Mr Clark spoke about the Regulatory Policy Di,vision and his own
role as Co ordinator of the Financial Stabililty Wing.

The

agenda for Regulatory Policy would include fu:rther review of
the institutional structure of regulation in the UK, including
associated issues such as lender of last resort arrangements
and the problems posed for regulators by growing consumerism.
The Bank was likely to be asked to contribuLe Lo Lhe TCSC
He saw it as part of the
review of the regulatory system.
area's ro l e Lo provide the Bank wi th early warning of issues
that might have broad implications for financ1al stability.
The r ole also included reconciliation, where necessary, of
activities under Core Purposes Two and Three, an example of
which arose with the current negotiations on the financing and
ownership of the London Clearing House.
Priorities in Central Services
The Deputy Governor said that Central services , for which he
was now responsible, had three core areas:
Personnel, and Finance.

Secretary's,

Secretary's had abs o rbed the

Information Div i sion in the reorganisation, and this had
produced an immediate saving in the number of staff involved.
There was scope for further savi ng, including an outsourcing
arranaement.
~

Priorities for the coming year were to service

Court, to maintain the high standards of the Press Office, to
continue t o i mprove the Bank's procedures for dealing with the
public correspondence, and to continue to

im~>rove

internal

communication .
Mr Harris introduced the Annua l Report on Banking Staff.

In

particular he commented on t he recent recruitment round , and
the recruitment of 21 "second jobberS 11 this year, a feature
which wa s likely to become a regular part of recruitment .

We
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had lost a number of staff by resignation, including some good
ones;

but that had always been a feature of life in the Bank,

and came back essentially to pay.

The Bank had always had a

problem of being a public sector body in the City, and with
more second jobbers in the Bank, being paid market salaries,
the pressures on us would become that much greaLer.

we

e xpected the public sector pay policy to continue in the coming
year, but even within it we managed to pay a small increase .
The Deputy Governor spoke about the Staff Issues Working Party
whose work was now almost complete.

1

Most proposals had been

agreed by ExCo, but there were three major ou t standing ones:
pay, where a new approach was proposed;
assessmen c system;

the performance

and the task of defin i ng t h e management

skills needed 1n various parts of the Bank.

The problems for

the new Personnel D1rector would include the need to recruit
the right mix of sLaf(, to put i n place suita b le a r rangemer.ts
for career development and planning, and for training.
Anolher issue was the balance between the Cen t re and the Wings:
each of the Wings had developed Resource Administrations Groups
as outposts;

they were large and potentially· influential.

Sir Colin Southgate asked whether second jobbers were recruited
under contract.

The Deputy Governor said they were.

Sir Roland Smith said that it was quite clear that there had
been a major shift in de l egation in the Bank, with more
responsibility passing down the hierarchy.

Tr was a l so c l ear

that the culture was becoming more performance-oriented.

This

implied that remuneration would have to change if there was not
to be friction.

There had, of course, always been comparisons

with City institutions, and he accepted
constant;

tha~

they were a

but there were also new features in the environment

The Deputy Governor said that he
which effected everyone .
hoped thaL Lhe SLaff Issues Working Party conclusions would
address this .

Sir David Scholey asked if there would be an

opportunity for a policy discussion with Cou1=t before the Staff
Issues Working Party proposals became crystaJLlised .
Deputy Governor said that he would report to Court on

16 November, before any conclusions were promulgated.

The
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Moving on to Pinance and Premises, Mr Midgl ey said that a major
feature of the Bank's cost controls in com1ng years would be
contracting out .
rapidly .

This was not new, but had been deve l oping

By way of example, when we set up t:he Central

Moneymarkets Office, 25% of the staff involved had been from
agencies ;

with CREST and RTGS, the equivalent. figure was 70% .

We now knew that we could bring in resources, at management as
well as operational level .

We had already put out the IBM

mainframe computer to facilities management .
Cleaning had
also been partly contracted out.
He was now proposing to
review all aspects of Property Services, wherE: more than 300
staff were involved, and over the next six to nin e mon t hs
develop a series of options for the Governors and Directors to
consider.
Another change was in the budget process.

H.is intention was

that this should become less of a chore, and mor e o f a
management tool.

There

wou~d

be a greater emphasis on

transferring costs between budget centres, so that those using
the resources got to pay for them .

There would be an attempt

fully to integrate capital spending into budgcets.

Mr Midgley

wanted to shift the emphasis from counting inputs to counting
outputs .

He also wanted to change the way in which the Bank

looked at its balance sheet, a focus on 1ncom1e rather than just
expenditure .

We wou l d need to look at a11 d'e>cisions in the

Bank that might affect our income.
Sir David Cooksey asked about outsourcing:

while this was a

trend to he encouraged, there was a cost in monitoring the
Sir Colin Southgate supported
performance of contractors.
this.
Sir David Scholey asked how we reached an overall view on the
Bank's capital allocation .

We could, a t one extreme, choose

to run the Bank on the min imum possible capital.

Mr Midgley

said that we had had a general objective of achieving an 8%
return on capital , combi ned wi th a target of keeping within
cash limits , and maintai ning the real 1986 level of cash ratio
That , in fact, was how we developed our expenditure
deposits .
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targets.

But we didn'c have a specific capital objective .

We would be addressing that, and by implication how much
capital the Bank needed, in the coming year, and a paper woald
be brought to Court.
Sir Roland Smilh wondered whether controlling expenditure by
some notional return on capital was appropriate for the Bank;
should not the Bank decide what it needed to do, in the most
economical way, and then do it?
Budgets 1995/96
With reference to a

M~nute

of 11 August 1994, and in

introducing the discussion on Budgets for 1995/6, Mr Midgley
said that the Asbridge process had released resources
equivalent to £2 1/2 mn.

But the post-Ashridge bids from

areas had absorbed all of that, and an exLra £2
undoubted:y some double
be clawed back.

coun~ing

~n.

There was

in this, and the £2 mn would

The Deputy Governor emphasised that our

spending targets were the same as a year ago .

Sir David

Scholey said that one benef i t of the Ashridge process should
have been to re-assess what cost base and performance
measurements were appropriate .

It was not desirable to remain

a prisoner of cash limits or other artificial external
constraints.

From a management point of view, the

determinants of total spending were less relevant.

It was not

clear, for example, why an 8% return on capital target was
If we approached the decisions the
objectively relevant.
other way round, we might be able more easily to reach a view
requ~red.

on the level of capital we
we would come back to the

quest~on

It was clear that we needed

cap~tal

The Governor said that

of the need for capital .
to perform our central

banking responsibility, as lender of last resort .

Ultimately

that meant Lhat the level of capital was not a commercial
judgement .
Ms Ma sters asked why the Asbridge reorganisation hadn't
resulted in a more decisive reduction in costs.

The Deputy

Governor said that this had not in fact been an objective :

and
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the Bank was still broadly on a declining spending path.
Ms Masters said that she would have expected to see a
step-change in expenditure as a result of a reform as radical
as Ashridge, but Sir Colin Southgate said that one could only
expect that if there was a reduction in the number of
functions, which in this case there had not been .
Sir David
Lees warned about the risks of multi-tiered administration
implied by the Resources Administration Groups.

The Deputy

Governor said that we would be attacking the RAGS with great
vigour in the coming budget round.
Fundamental Expenditure Review

With reference to a Minute of

2~

September "994, Mr Kent

introduced the discussion of HM Treasury's paper on the
Fundamental Expenditure Review.

Mr Kent sa1d that the areas

targeted by the Treasury team had been the Prinling Works, Note
Issue, Registrars, Debt Management and the Exchange
Equalisalion Account.

We had pointed to the enormous

reductions in expenditure over the past 10 years, and to our
own expectation of getting further savings at the Printing
Works of £6-7 mn.

The Treasury had been looking for more and

had targeted the Printing Works and the Registrars areas in
particular (the EEA seemed now to be exempt).

Their

preferences seemed now to be to sack our senior Printing Works
managers and replace them with managers from a commercial
company, who would use our plant to
process satisfy our need for notes;

ma~e

their notes and in the

to privatise the note

distribution system, relying on commercial banks and
eliminating the Bank of England's branches;
market

~est

and to

par~ly

the Registrar's Department.

We have said, in response, that we would stand on our record
for control of expenditure;

that partial market testing was

absurd , and if the Government wanted to take Registrar's
business away from us then they should contract it out
properly ;

and , importantly, that we would not accept

responsibility for delivery to HM~ of a service that had
previously been contracted to us but was now contracted to a
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third party .

The Governor confirmed that this last point was

the line that we proposed to take with the

~reasury;

taken to

an e x treme, it meant that if the Treasury wanted to take over
the printing of notes, then they could issue Treasury Notes.
If they pursued Registrar's Department, we would insist on full
privatisaLion rather than market tesLing, and we would put in a
bid ourselves .
So far as the Issue Department was concerned ,
we were already looking at t h e arrangements, and it was
feasible for the commercial banks to play a larger part in the
distribution process .

Sir David Scholey asked if that would

involve effectively franchising;

and if we were prepared to do

that , did that not undermine the line we were taking with the
Treasury?

7he Governor said it was not franchising business

out, it was simply changing the point at which we sold notes to
the commercial banks.
Sir David Cooksey said thac he had seen a

nurr~er

of reports of

this kind, and thought that the qual1ty of the Treasury report
was extraordinarily low .
proposed to take.

He sLrong l y supported the line we

He added that we did neecl to have a range

of performance indicators and arguments to rebut the
s u ggestions of excess cost .

Mr Kent confirmed that we did

have those, and could show a good record .

Court were content

with the line proposed by the Governor and Mr Kent .
Sir Colin Corness - A Directorship
Court gave their approval co Sir Colin corness joining the
Board of Glaxo Ho:dings plc in

~ovember,

with a view to him

becom1ng non -executive Chairman in May 1995, when he will
retire

~s

Chairman of Redland PLC .

Mr Kent and Ms Masters - Directorships
Court gave their approval to Mr Kent and Ms

~~asters,

directors of the Priva t e Finance Panel Limited.

becoming
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Boards of Bank Subsidiary Companies:

A Reso]_ution

The Governor introduced a Resolution concerning changes to the
Boards of certain Bank Subsidiaries.

It was RESOLVED that

consequent upon the retirements of Messrs H
J

s

c

E Harris,

Rumins, G A Croughton and P G Mitchell, and pursuant to

Section 375 of the Companies Act 1985 , as amemded and extended
by the Companies Act 1989, and until

otherwi~e

resolved by the

Court of Directors : 1

MR G MIDGLEY shall become a Director of Securities
Management Trust in place of MR H C E HARRIS .

The Board

will then consist of Messrs Quinn (Chairman), Midgley,
Kentfield and Bridger.
2

MR G MIDGLEY and MR

J

R E FOOTMAN sha l l become Directors

of Houblon Nominees in place of MR H

c

E HARRIS.

The

Board will then consist of Messrs Kin9 (Chairman),
Midgley and Footman .
3

MR M A KING, or failing him MR G MIDGH:!Y, or failing him
MR J R E FOOTMAN be authorised to act as representative
of the Governor and Company of the Bank of England at
any meeting of Houblon Nominees.

4

MR G MIDGLEY, MR J BARTLETT and MR R

l~ECKY -THOMPSON

shall become Directors of BE Services Ltd in place of
MR H C E HARRIS and I\1R P G MITCHEL...J.

'!'he Board will

then consist of Lord Laing of Dunphail (Chairman) and
Messrs Mldgley, Jarv:s, Watts, Bridger, Bartlett and
Lecky-Thompson.
S

LORD LAING OF DUNPHAIL or failing him MR G MIDGLEY, or
failing him MR A W JARVIS, or failing him MR B T WATTS,
or failing him MR D A BRIDGER, or failing him
MR J BARTLETT , or failing him MR R LECKY-THOMPSON be
authorised to act as representative o:f the Governor and
Company of the Bank of England at any meeting of
BE Services Ltd.
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MR G MIDGLEY shall become a Director of BE Property

6

Holdings Ltd in place of MR H C E HARHIS and
MR J S RUMINS.

The Board wi ll then consist of

Mr Pennant-Rea (Chairman) and Mr Midgley.
7

MR R L PENNANT-REA , or failing him MR MIDGLEY, or
failing him THE SECRETARY OF THE BANK,. be authorised to
act as representative of the Governor dnd Company of the
Bank of England at any meeting of BE Property Holdings
Ltd .
MR J M KEYWORTH, MR G MIDGLEY 1\ND MR B T WATTS shall

8

become Directors of BE Museum Ltd in place of
MR H C E HARRIS AND MR G A CROUGHTON.

The Board will

then consist of Messrs Footman (Chairman), Keyworth ,
Hills,

M ~ dgley

and Watts.

MR J R E FOOTMAN, or failing him MR J M KEYWORTH, or

9

failing him MR D F HILLS, or failing ltim MR G MIDGLEY,
or failing him MR B T WATTS, be autho:rised to act as
representative of the Governor and Company of the Bank
of England at any meeting of BE Museum Ltd.
Nat i onal Mortgage Bank - A Resolution
With reference to a Minute of 21 September, the Governor
introduced a Resolutlon concerning National

l~ortgage

Bank.

It

was RESOLVED that, following the acquisition by the Bank of the
share capital o f The National Mortgage

Ba~k

plc, and pursuant

to Section 375 of the Companies Ace 1985, as amended and
extended by the Companies Act 1989, and unti l otherwise
resolved by the court of

Di~ectors:

The Chief Cashier for the time being, or such other person
as may be nominated by him in writing, shall be authorised

to acl as representative of the Governor and Company of the
Bank of England at any meeting of The National Mortgage Bank
plc.
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Executive Report

Under the Pxecutive report:(i)

The Governor mentioned that the Bank INill be launching a
public information campaign about the security features
of banknotes on 31 October 1994.

Leaflets are to be

distributed through main post offices, bcinks and
building societies for one month.

In addition, the Bank

has produced a short training film for professional cash
handlers.

The timing reflected the completion of the

introduction of the new series of not·es this year rather
than particular concerns about the level of counterfeits
in circulation.
Mr

(ii)

Plenderlei~h

reported that an error had been made in

calculating the first interest payment on the Floating
Rate Gilt, issued in March.

The interest payment due

on 9 September should have been calculated by reference
to three month interest rates on 9 June.

As the result

o[ a clerical error,

it had been calculated by reference

to rates on 10 June.

Had our procedures been correct,

the rate would have been set 1/64% higher than it had
been .

Having discovered this error, we would now be

paying holders of the Stock additional interest
amounting to £175,000.

£100,000 of this would be paid

by HM Treasury, £75,000 by the Bank.

We took this

incident extremely seriously, and had looked very hard
at the procedures involved to ensure no

\
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 27 OCTOBER 1994
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Brian Quinn, Esq
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn AllisLer King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian Plenderleith, Esq

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were
approved.
There were no comments on the weekly figures.

At the Governor's inv1 tation, and with the agreement of Court,
Mr Bowen, He ad o: Function, Inflation Report Divis i on joined
Court for the Monthly Economic and Markets Report discussion.
Mr King, noting that publication of the Inflation Report and
the monthly meeting between the Governor and the Chancellor
would be on the following Tuesday and Wednesday respectively,
asked Mr Bowen to introduce the MEMR.
Summarising the Report's conclusions, Mr Bowen said that the
outturn for relail price inflation had remained good, although
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there was evidence of emerging pressures from increases in
input and output prices.

However, the Bank view was that,

because of the scope for squeezing retail mar9ins further and
of continued innovation in the retail sector, it would be
possible to achieve the Government's medium - tE:rm inflation
objective .

He invited Court's comments on this evaluation, as

well as on the following matters : (i)

prospects for the current wage round, and whether
reduced inflationary expectations would be a factor;

(ii)

why narrow money, previously a fairly reliable
indicator, was growing rapidly and was outside its
monitoring band;

(ii ~ )

why investment had not picked up more.

The Governor added a further question:

the

pr~ce

pressures at

early stages in the production process were c l ear, and capacity
constraints were emerging in some sectors;

but would these

pressures be absorbed along che production chain or passed on?
Sir Chips Keswick commented first on housing market
developments, which were mentioned in the MEMR but had not been
specifically raised by Mr Bowen.

He said that both the

primary and secondary housing markets were stagnant because
house ownership was no longer seen as a hedge against
inflation;

thus people were neither buying nor moving unless

they had co, and negative equity was still an inhibiting
factor.

Put another way, houseowners were convinced that low

inflation would continue, but this had an adverse effect on the
contribution of the housing sector to economic activity.
Turning to narrow money growth, Sir Chips sug·gested that there
were leads and lags in spending, the effect of which on the
monetary aggregates was not clearly understood .
Sir Jeremy Morse identified two strands in growing evidence of
disinflationary attitudes/expectations:

first, people were no

longer motivated to rush out and buy goods in anticipation of
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future price increases;

second, for various, somewhat elusive,

reasons - including the bad press for the Government - there
was no feel-good factor in prospect .

He endorsed Sir Chips

Keswick's comments about the housing market.
Agreeing on the absence of the feel-good factor, Sir David Lees
suggested that a sustained period of low inflation inevitably
impacted less favourably on the general public Lhan on the
monetary authorities .

On prices, he said that the battle

between elements in the production chain was clearly beginning
to bubble:

this had not been the case three months ago.

But

it was too early to say whether producers, intermediaries or

consumers would have to absorb price increases.
saw straws in the wind of emerging pressures.

On wages, he
Settlements in

the current round would undoubtedly prove more difficult to
achieve {eg Jaguar, although he was

u~surprised

at the

rejection), but this trend might not really be apparent until
well into 1995.
Sir Christopher Hogg endorsed the balance of the Report's
conclusions .

He agreed that price pressures were evident,

particularly commodity prices;
in passing price rises on .

but there was real difficulty

On invesLmenL, he was unsurprised

at the general caution, which he attributed to the continued
pressure on margins .

Responding to a question from Mr Quinn,

Sir Christopher thought that investment project decisions were
still predicated on high expected
continued to look for a

r~tcs

doub~e-digit

of return:

he himself

return.

Picking up on the question o: commodity priCE!S, Mr King noted
that two factors had served to shield the UK economy from the
general increase in non-oil commodity prices ;

these were lower

oil prices and the strong performance of sterling.

//")
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MINUTES OF A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 3 NOVEMBER 1994

Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert: T.<lRcelles Pennant-Rea, Esg, Deputy Governor
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq

The Minutes of the last court, having been circulated, were
approved.
There being no comments on the weekly figures, Mr Plenderleith
spoke briefly about the Official Reserves figures for October, the
foreign exchanges and the state of the domestic markets.
Sir Christopher Hogg asked about the difficulties that had arisen
over the press briefing =or the Inflation Report.

The Governor,

recognising that the Report attracted a great deal of attention,
said that procedures were being reviewed;

he accepted a request

from Sir David Lees that Court should have the opportunity to
discuss the macter when the review was complete.

I)
!t~~--ce~(,
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 10 NOVEMBER 1994

Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Brian Quinn, Esq

Hugh ChrisLopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum,

those present proceeded to the business, subject to

ratification by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted.
The Governor commented on the weekly figures and spoke briefly
about the foreign exchanges.

---
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
\VEDNESDAY 16 NOVEMBER 1994
Present
Edward Alan John George

1

Esqr Governor

Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea r Esqr Deputy Governor
Si r David James Scott Cooksey
Sir Colin Ross Corness
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Sir Chrlslopher Jeremy Morser KCMG
Brian Quinn, Esq
Professor Sir Roland Smith

Hugh Christopher Emlyn Harris, Esq

The Minutes of the Court of 3 November and the Meeting of
10 November, having been circulaced, were approved.
Circulation of agendas and papers
Sir Colin Corness asked if the Secretary could circulate
agendas further in advance of Long Court Meetingsr and to send
out the papers as a package rather than in bits and pieces as
aL present .

It would be particula rly helpful if papers could

be circulated a good week before the Meeting, and an outline
agenda circulated some time ahead of that.
agreed that this should be done.

The Governor
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The November Inflation Report
At the invitation of the Governor and with the agreement of
Court, Mr Alex Bowen, Head of the Inflation Report Division,
attended Court for the discussion of the Inflation Report.
Opening the discussion, Mr King said that the most interesting
feature of the present position was the cont1asL between retail
price inflation (falling, and faster than expected) and
producer price inflation (starting to turn up) .
that morning had underlined the point:
was lower than the
exactly

2~.

marke~

1~.

R~IY

sligh~ly

inflation - had fallen

But producer output prices, excluding

the volatile components, haa risen by

12 months, up

inflation in October

expected, remaining constant at

The Bank's measure -

again, to exaccly

The figures

2.3~

over the past

on the Septemner figure;

and even

t~at

did not fully reflect the increases in prices of intermediate
goods used in manufacturing production.
The explanation lay in the nature of the recovery.
Consumption growth had slowed, and the growth rate of real
domestic demand had fallen through this year.

But

manu(acLuring output had risen, and export growth had been
strong .

Output was growing above trend, led by net trade.

Unemployment was falling.
With

nomi~al

demand growth basically flat,

pressures on inflation:

there were few

and this was reflected in the Bank's

November Inflation Report, in which the centra: projection had
been revised downwards by just over half a percentage point .
About two thirds of the

revis~on

represented the impact of the

rate rise in September.
The Bank's Inflation Report suggested that inflation would rise
a little next year, and into 1996, to reach the top of the
lower half of the target range .

But underlying that

projection was a probability distribution, and in present
circumstances we had judged that distribution not to be
symmetrical :

the probability of inflation being above the
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central project i on was greater than it being below.

In part,

this was simply because negative inflation is unlikely.
Moreover, the r i se in input prices might feed t hrough to retail
prices more quickly than in the past, particularly if earnings
picked up more rapidly, making it more difficulL Lo absorb
those increases in costs .
Sir David Lees asked whether we had analysed the speed of stock
turnover as between recent cycles.
One reason for producer
prices feeding through more quickly into retail prices could be
more efficient stock holding.

Mr Bowen said that there had

been a trend in industry towards holding fewer stocks, and that
the stock recovery had been more subdued this time round.

It

was difficult to be sure, because statistics on stocks were
notoriously unreliabl e, but he thought that Sir Davie's
ana l ysis was probably correct, and meant a faster transmission
of input prices through to the retail level.
Sir Roland Smith noted that rising producer prices were an
internat i onal phenomenon.

Company boards were pushing

managers to increase prices everywhere, and he felt that this
would come through in the first half of next year.

But

Sir Christopher Hogg said that he thought the re might be some
producer price reductions later - some prices were now
exaggerated relative to long-term supply and demand.

Mr King

agreed that r1ses had been patchy - non-oil commodities as a
whole were not rising very strongly.

The Governor pointed to

table SA of the Inflation Report, which showed the rises
concentrated i n materials and fuels, but weighted average costs
rising only 1.9%.
margins:

What had c l early gone up were nominal

b u t that was a different story .

Sir Colin Corness said that, while prices in paper and
packaging had risen, they had not yet come back Lo 1988 levels,
which the companies would see as consistent with price
recovery.

The industry itself was operating at full capacity,

so cuRtomers had no choice but to pay.

In time such increases

wo uld flow through into other companies ' costs.

The Governor

said that it was one thing to identify specific products - and

t
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there were many - where prices had risen, but the issue ther.
was what percentage of overall costs were affected.
Sir Jeremy Morse noted that the nearer you got to the
individual consumer, the less inflation there seemed to be, and
wondered whether there were implications for the choice of
policy instrument; did the interest rate have a differential
effect on consumers as against producers.
Mr King agreed that
monetary policy would have an impact first of all on household
demand.
He noted that the fall in unit labour costs had
absorbed many of the specific cost increases identified.
But
it was useful to consider what would happen should that be
reversed: in the first place, costs would be higher; in the
second place, demand would be higher as well.
Under this
scenario, an earnings rise wou:d cause a worsen~ng in our
Sir Jeremy Morse suggested that this
inflation projection.
meant that policy would hit the consumer hardest: but the
Governor pointed out that the economy was growing at 3 1/2%
annually, faster than could be sustained in the medium-term.
The Governor noted that company boards were said to want to
raise prices: but he wondered how this squared with the
evidence that real profitability now was as high as anyone
could remember.
Sir Colin corness said that the figures did
not square with his experience.
Ms Masters asked whether
compan~es were trying to revert to where they had been in
nominal terms in 1988/89, a form of money illusion. The
Governor agreed that money illusion could be an element:
unless the published figures for profitability were totally
erroneous, the table showed very clearly that hurdle rates of
return were being based on 11 funny money 11 •
(Mr Kinq
volunteered a paper on the return on assets in the UK.)
Sir David Lees entered a caution about hurdle rates of return.
He said that they were indeed an important benchmark, but
management could and often did override them.
The Governor
said his concern was less with the rate of return on investment
than with pricing policies.
If companies were pushing prices
up to maintain some target level of nominal profitability, then
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that was potentially damaging .

We were getting a lot of

support from industry on our campaign for price stability, buc
we needed tangible contributions as well.

Sir Jeremy Morse

suggested that the Bank should be giving more speeches along
Lhese lines .
Handling of the Inflation Report
With reference to a Minute of 3 November, the Governor spoke
about the arrangements for releasing the Inflation Report to
the press.

The present system was that the Inflation Report

was published at 4.00 pm on a Tuesday afternoon, together with
Bank Briefing.

Journalists were allowed to read the Report

under lock-up conditions from 2 . 00 pm;

an off-the-record

briefing took place at 3 . 00 pm, to assist in interpretation of
the Report.

Wire serv1ce journalists were allowed to fi_e

stories direct from the briefing room, v1a portable PCs, at
4.00 pm, when the lock-up ended.
It had been clear that different people were taking different
messages from the briefing .

In the circumstances of the last

Report, this was not surprising :

the charts and forecasts

looked benign enough, but the words contained cautions about
the risks.

We had been considering how best to deal with this

difficulty, and had concluded that it would be SPnsible to
issue the Report on a Wednesday morning racher chan a Tuesday
afternoon and to ensure that it contained in its summary and
conclusions the same key sentences, in bold, chat would
encapsulate the basic message of the Report.

We would put the

summary of the Report on our own market screens at the moment
of publication.

We would not circulate Bank Briefing at the

time the Report went to che press, as recipienLs tended to be
driven by the Bank Briefing headline.

Rather, we would send it

out at the end of the day.
This left the question of the press brie[ing.

We were

thinking of having the press briefing immediately after
publication, in order co explain the reasoning behind the
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Report.

But there was a question as to whether it should be
on or off the record.
Sir Christopher Hogg asked why it was necessary to have a press
briefing at all:
itself?

could we not say that the Report spoke for

The Secretary said that in those circumstances,

individual journalists would all expect to be briefed
bilaterally over the telephone, so there would then be an even
greater risk of mixed messagesi

and such briefing would

inevitably have to be off-the-record to avoid inadvertently
crctlting ne1r1 tablets of stone.
The Governor said that he could see the advtlnttlgcs of on - the record, but we had to be aware of the implications:

one "'ould

be that the televisior- cameras would inevi t ably expe ct to be
admitted.

Sir Christopher Hogg added that it would be

transm i tted live to dealing desks.

Sir Jeremy Morse felt that

the potential gains were outweighed by these disadvantages;
and the Governor felt that a high profile on-the-record
briefing was not our normal way of doing things .

But the

Deputy Governor said that there was a real problem, because of
the perception that we were giving special briefings to
journalists, and these were then fed to the markets by Chinese
whispers.

This had made many of the analysts particularly

angry.
Mrs Heaton wondered whether i ssuing the Repo rt separately from
the press conference would result in two separate stories
appearing during the day.

Sir Colin Corness and Sir Roland

Smith both pointed out that in normal company

announcemen~s

it

was customary to brief analysts before the press, and then to
talk to fund managers;

Sir Jeremy Morse, Lhough, Lho ught that

this was not the right analogue for the Bank's Inflation
Report.

Sir David Lees thought that iL mighL be more sensible

to brief the press inside the lock-up and prior to expiry of
the embargo .
The Governor , thanking Members for their commenLs, said that he
would consider further and revert to Court in January.
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Staff Issues Working Party
At the invitation of the Governor, and with the agreement of
Court, Mr Lecky-Thompson attended for this discussion.
Introducing the paper, the Deputy Governor said that the new
organisational structure had been put in place in July but that
the Staff Issues proposals had only been presented to ExCo in
November;

this was indicative of the complexity of the issues.

If he could caricature the Bank's problem, it was that we were
losing the people we wanted to keep and keeping the people we
wanted to lose.
This was why the paper gave such an emphasis
to training and career developmenc but above all to the
assessment and reward of performance.

It was on that 1.ssue in

particular that he hoped to hear Court's views.

He noted thaL

sell1.ng the proposals to the staff was going co be difficult.
Sir Christopher Hogg welcomed the general direction of the
report, but noted that when he had lost people it was not
usually because of pay, but because they could not see things
the same wrty as management:

so the emphasis in the report on

management skills was very welcome.
made upward appraisal an option.

He noted that Lhe report
He felt that upward

appraisal should be strongly encouraged, and oughl Lo be part
Ms Masters, also supporting the direction
of the scheme.
taken by the report, warned that it contained d complex series
of changes, and that there was a danger in rushing
implementation.
It would be easy to get implementation wrong.
The Deputy said that we would not be implementing the report
all at once,

a~d

the new pay and per:ormance arrangements, in

particu J ar, would not really bite until early 1996.
Sir Roland Smith said that while it was important that senior
management should be involved in graduate recruitment, it was
essential that young and successful management were the main
recruiters .

He noted the link between assessment and pay but

it should not be direct .

Management should act as tutors, and

it would be necessary to get people to see appraisal in that
light.

In this context he wondered what we were to do about
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the people who were 90% good but needed help towards achieving
the other lO% of performance.
SiL Dav~d Lees said that he saw the report as a carefully
thought out document, but he was concerned about the
collectivist, bureaucratic tone of parts of it:
the
introduction of a Salaries Committee, the role of ExCo, and so
on.
lie saw decisions on individual pay as parl o[ Lhe job of
line management.
The Personnel Director and the Divisional
Directors should together have responsibility for making sure
that the right answer was reached, without too much
bureaucracy.

Sir Chips Keswick noted that where there was a

steep pyramid, people at the top always got pressed to take
snap decisions.
The danger of a de-centralised system was
anarchy, and the Personnel Director being ignored.

If all

Executive Directors were simply able to pay what it took to
keep or get the right people, then the system would become
uncontrollable.

Sir Colin Corness warned about expecting

bonuses to be cheaper in the long run:

in fact bonuses rapidly

became factored into the expectations of l arge numbers of
staff.

He also asked about the Bank's housing support

arrangements:

were these to be dropped?

The Deputy Governor

said Lhat he had thought of including fringe bene[iLs in the
review, but had found the issue too complex.

Sir Roland Smith

said that he was extremely sceptical abouL large personnel
functions:

the wise Personnel Director was the one who kept

his organisaLion very small.
BCCI Litigation
At the invitation of the Governor, and with the agreement of
Members of Court, Messrs Peddie and Choyce attended Court for
this discussion.
Mr Peddie said that the appeal on our technical strike out was
now awaiting judgement.

The defence itself, on the assumption

that both the technical and the substantive strike out actions
failed, was now in its final form, and had been seen by many
The Bank was
current and former members of the Bank.

l
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currently seeking the consent of certain overseas supervisor s
to refer to information originally supplied by them .
Sir Roland Smith said that he was interested in the paragraphs
of the defence that sought to identify the Governor of the day
with "the Bank" .

He wondered if this meant that the focus of

the action would be very much on the t wo previous Governors :
did it mean, for e xampl e , that Lords Richardson and Kingsdown
had to attend Court for months on end, and to bear untoward
consequences if the case was lost .

The Governor said that the

identification of " the Bank" with "the Governor 11 was not a
general one, but one devised for the purposes of Lhis action .
Mr Peddie added that the personal involvement of
Lords Richardson and Kingsdown was necessary onl y in so far as
their evidence was relevant, and in the case of
Lord Richardson,

a~

least, the invol vement was 5airly

~arrow.

The idea of pleading the case by reference to them personally
was to establish who had the author i ty and the r esponsibility
to commit the Bank; and after a lot of debate and discussion it
had been resolved to be primarily a matter for the Governor of
Lhe day .
The Governor said that part of the claim relaLed Lo Lhe concept
of "acting in bad faith" .

The idea was to put the plaintiff

to prove that those individuals had acted in bad faith .
Mr Peddie added that it would have to be shown t hat they had
the degree of knowledge necessary to sat i sfy the allegation of
bad faith.
Sir Jeremy Morse said that if

~hings

didn't go well

~he

case

would be long drawn out and the only winners wou l d be the
He suggested that if we did not win the technical
lawyers.
and substantive strike out actions, we ought to pause before
going down the long route of a full defence .

On the question

of involving Lords Richardson and Kingsdown, he recalled
Lord Aldington, as chairman of an insurance company , being put
up to " front " a case , with damaging effects on him personal ly.
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Mr Peddie said that we had to bear in mind that the plaintiffs
were using the particular tort of "misfeasance in public
office" because all other options were closed to them .
a big policy issue for us .

Mr Quinn agreed.

It was

It was correct

to question and consider the case for continuing to defend this
action .

But we should also remember that the 1987 Act was

intended to ensure that supervisors could do their job without
the fear of court action .
mindlessly:

We were not defending this case

it was for the protection of the Bank, its staff

and iLs supervisory function .

Sir Jeremy Morse said that he

would be prepared to debate that when the time came, but noted
that, apart from ''macho" reasons, the other sLandard reason for

pursuing any case to its conclusion was the fear of creating a
precedent.

Court agreed that there should be a further

discussion of the BCCI licigation if the strike out actions
proved unsuccessful.
Smal1 F1rms
At the invitation of the Governor, and with rhe agreement of
CourL, Mr Piper and Ms Cleland joined Court for this
discussion .
Mr Kent, introducing the Bank's second report on Finance for
Small Firms, said that the earlier report had been mainly
diagnostic:

it had concluded that there needed to be more

training for bankers and entrepreneurs and a change in attitude
on both sides; that something should be done about delayed
payments;

that there should be a better choice of financing

packages; and that the banks should look again at the way in
which they priced risk.
We had talked to a very wide range of
people, and were continuing to do so;
illustrated this.

the Annex to the paper

He summarised the conclusions of the

report, set out on page 25 and page 26, and asked whether Court
endorsed the conclusions, and agreed that we should continue to
press forward this exercise ;

indeed , wheLher Lhere were any

other things that we should be doing.
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Sir Jeremy Morse said that he thought the initiative was an
excellent one.

The banks were bound to be involved in the

Small Firms Sector.

It was at the heart of Lheir business.

The question was how they could be involved in the most
efficient way.

He noted that a perennial worry in the small

firm financing market was the problem of late payment.
Furthermore, he was concerned over the reluctance of
entrepreneurs to accept outside equity into their companies.
He wondered whether the report might say more about that;

and

he wondered too l i there was any indication of how the Small
Firms Sector as a whole was doing.
His own impression was
that small companies were currently facing quite a struggle.
Sir David Cooksey said that the progress made thus far had been
encouraging, and it was right for the Bank to try to keep the
momentum up.

On specific points from the report, he noted

that wh~le l ending margins might not be widening, fees charged
by banks for specific services had been ~ncreasing massively.
For some companies the increase in fees had equated to a rise
in overdraft charges of between 2% and 3%.

On equity

investment, Britain's traditional problem had been that,
despite generating many small companies, very few grew to be
big ones.

People tended to want to withdraw equily for

reasons both of tax and of security.

On the banks'

contribution to equity investment, this was in practice very
small except in the limited area of big buyouts.

Mr Kent said

that the banks were enthusiastic, but Mr Piper confirmed that
the clearers did not want themselves the direct involvement in
high risk ventures:
subsidiaries.

rather to channel it through

Among the

clea~ing

range of views, wich Midland

a~

specialis~

banks themselves there was a

tr.e positive end.

Sir David Cooksey said that with 3i now effectively out of the
smaller end of the venture capital market, there was a problem
of supply.

He felt this was a problem that the report failed

to address sufficiently, and that Court should come back to it.
sir Chips Keswick felt that it was unnatural for any bank to
support equity for small business.

The clearers had got

themselves into a false position by paying lip service to this
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ideal.

The only way in which they could contribute

significantly was chrough rr.anaging venture capital funds or
through separate l y capitalised venture capiLal subsidiaries.
He knew that a number of "Business Angel" investors would like
to become involved in small firms' finance; but for this market
to take off properly required a change in tax arrangements , to
make losses easier to offset against earnings .
Sir Christopher Hogg said that liquidity was the key to
investing in small companies, and noted the success of the
NASDAQ markeL.

us

Sir Davi d Cooksey noted that the EASDAQ

initiative had been launched the previous day, wi t h ejght major
US market makers signed up to it .

Mr Kent, however, suggested

that such markets were not for the smaller firms covered by the
Bank's studies .

Sir David Lees suggested Lhal mo re work could

usefully be done on ir.ternational comparisons.
Summing up the discussion, the Governor

sa~d

that a seminar

with those i n t erested would take place in January 1995, with a
view to the paper being published thereafter.
GilL Repo Market
AL Lhe lnvlLaLion of the Governor, and with the agreement of
Court, Mr Townend and Mr Tucker joined Court for the Gilt Repo
Market discussion.
Introducing the paper, l'-1r Townend said that at the time of the
Big Bang, in 1986, it had been decided to leave the
arrangeme nts for lending and borrowing Stock unchanged:
thought that one miracle at a time was sufficient.

it was

This meant

that Stock borrowing had been confined, as a pr i vilege, to
GEM~S .

They were obliged to borrow Stock from Stock Exchange

money brokers, who in turn had to borrow Stock from
institutions approved by the tax authorities.

What we now

proposed was a generalised open market in Stock borrowing and
lending :

anyone could borrow Stock, from anyone .

We had

taken soundings from the marke t, and found a general belief
that there would be positive benefits:
Gilts ;

easier financing ;

a broader interest in

the introduction of the price

J
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mechanism into Stock borrowing, enabling hard - to-borrow Stocks
to be dislodged;
it would create a continuu~ between the money
market and the Gilts market, analogous to Lhe United States;
and it would cut short any development of the Repo market
offshore.

Although the GEMMS would be losing a privilege, the

majority of them thought they would gain from the initiative :
a few smaller ones might withdraw.

The Stock Exchange money

brokers, meanwhile, would have to re-think their business.

We

ourselves did not plan to operate jn Gilt Repos as part of our
money market operations, but if an active gilt repo market
developed this increased our range of options for the future.
There would be close surveillance of the new market, and a code
of conduct .
Sir Chips Keswick said that unl ess the Treasury were prepared
to allow al l interest to be pa1d gross, a two tier market in
Repos would develop, which woul d not provide the benefits that
we sought.
Mr Townend said that we had been in active
discussion wich the Treasury and Inland Revenue about the tax
point and they were well seized of it.
Sir Jeremy Morse asked whether we would be able to supervise
the market:
could we make our authority slick; what were the
dangers?

Mr Townend said that we could require the core

players to comply with the master agreement with mark-to-market
requirements and so on;

and establishing high standards at the

centre of the market should encourage others to comply.

One

couldn't legislate against cowboys at the fringe of the
markets.
Mr Kent noted that in the equity market, the Stock Exchange was
now committed to T+S settlement by June 1995.

One condition

of this was that the Stock borrowing lending regime could be
designed to accommodate the new system;
a read across from Gilts co Equities .

there was bound to be
Mr Townend said that he

would be discussing the new Gilts Slock borrowing arrangements
with the Stock Exchange in the near future.
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A Resolution arising from the retirement of H C E Harris
The Governor introduced a Resolution concerning changes arising
from the retirement of Nr Harris .

It was RESOLVED that,
consequent upon the retirement of Mr H C E Harris, and pursuant
to section 375 of the Companies Act 1985, as amended and
extended by the Companies Act 1989, and until otherwise
resolved by the Court of Directors MR R LECKY-THOMPSON shall become a Member of the Governing
Council of Business in the Community in place of
Mr II C E Harris ar.d shall be authorised to act as
representative of the Governor and Company of the Bank of
England at any meeting of the Governing Council.
The Governor noted that Mr Lecky-Thomson would also be
succeeding Mr Harris as a Trustee of the Staff Pension Fund.
Merseyside Special Investment Fund Limited:

a Resolucion

The Governor tabled a Resolution relating Lo Merseyside Special
Investment Fund Limited.

Introducing the proposal, the Deputy

Governor said that Merseyside was classified as Objeclive One
by the European Community ie as one of the most depressed areas
in Europe;

and the proposal, worked out with local business

leaders, was for a fund to channel European Community and
private sector money into small and medium-sized enterprises 1n
the region.

£10mn had been forthcoming from the EIB, matched

by £5mn from local

inst~tutions.

The private sector

participants wanted che local Chamber of Commerce and the Bank
of England to be involved as "overseeing" bodies.
of this should not be exaggerated:

The scale

our financial liability

would be very small, no more than £10, although we had to
acknowledge that there was a bigger repuLational risk in the
event that the enterprise failed.
arguably a case of market failure.

But in Liverpool there was
Our presence on the

letterhead would be part of the encouragement to local
providers of capital to help.
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Sir David Cooksey asked when the in~tiative wou_d be announced;
the Deputy Governor said it would not be immediate, but that
the term of the proposed facility would be for five years, from
1995 to 2000 .
Sir Christopher Hogg said that there seemed to him only an
extremely tenuous connection with the Bank'8 third core
purpose .

The Governor said that in one sense he agreed.

Nevertheless the case could be made that there was a market
failure in Liverpool, and an opportunity for the Bank to help
get the region off the ground .
The Governor thought he could
stretch the third core purpose that far.
It was, moreover, a
very small involvement for the Bank.
Sir Christopher Hogg
said that if the involvement was

tr~vial,

the r. it ough c to be

left to others;
if it was not trivial, then i t would
inevitably take up management time.
The Governor said that it
would take up the local Agent's time;

and indeed the local

Agent could not treat such an involvement as

tr~vial.

Sir Jeremy Morse asked if the i nvestment was time-limiced.

It

did seem Lo sLretch the third core purpose, and we needed to
have some form of exit.

The Deputy Governor said tha t the

life of Lhe fund was five years .
involvement to that.

We could certainly limit our

Sir David Lees asked whether this was an

isolated issue, or whether it was bound to go down as a
precedent.

He said that he shared Sir Christopher Hogg's view

about the initiative;
name in this way.
involved at all .

and was uneasy about lending the Bank's

Ms Masters asked why the Bank had to be
The Deputy Governor said that it was because

the private sector in Liverpool had been badly burnt in the
past, and that a symbolic gesture from the Bank would be
helpful in this context.

The Governor felt that if we

declined thi s initiatjve, then that itself would send a harsher
message than we wanted to convey .

Ms Masters was not sure

that our ]ending our name to remedy a case of market failure
was supportable;

and at another level, whether throwing a lot

of money at an economy that wouldn ' t revive anyway was
justifiable.

The Governor said that he understood Lhe

reservations, and asked whether Members of Court would be

I

~
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prepared to supporc the Resolution or would prefer the
Executive to withdraw it.

Sir Jeremy Morse felt that given

the time-limited nature of the involvement, he could on balance
support the Bank's initiative;

other Members of Court agreed.

Court RESOLVED that, pursuant to Section 375 of the Companies
Act 1985, as amended and extended by the Companies Act 1989,
and until oLherwise resolved by the Court of Directors shall be authorised to acL as representative
of the Governor and Company of the Bank of England at any
meeting of Merseyside Special Investment Fund Limited.
Sir Roland Smith - A Directorship
Court gave their approval to Sir Roland Smith joining che Board
of Associated Bri tish Foods plc.
Executive Report
1

Co urt Membership

The Governor said that he would be writing to Members of Court
shortly to give them the list of names that he was submitting
to the Chancellor of the Exchequer as possible Members of Court
from March 1995.

He would be grateful for any further

suggestions in the next few days.
2

Bo ard of Banking Supervision Minut es

With reference to a Minute of 11 August, the Governor said that
some Members of Court had expressed a concern that the very
detailed in f ormation given in Lhe ml nutes of the Board of
Banking Supervision/ which were now being circulated to them/
might give rise to a conflict of interest.

The Secretary had

been circulating minutes only to those who did not feel that a
conflict arose;

but that procedure itself had been criticised,

as iL le[L the burden of decision entirely on individual
Directors.

The Governor said that there were various ways in

which this issue could be tackled .
stop circulating the minutes.

At one extreme we could

Or we could carry on on the
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present basis.

In between, we could think of ways of

e x purgating the minutes, or perhaps preparing a special note .
Mrs Heaton said that she had reservations about whether Members
should see such sensitive documents, and about leaving it to
individuals' discretion.

It would be better for Members of

Court if they had limited themselves to information on po li cy
questions arising Erom the supervisors' work.

The Governor

asked whether anyone would object if we excluded individual
cases .
Sir Chips Keswick said that the objective was to get
adequate warning and information about issues on the
supervisory side, for which information on cases was relevant .
The Governor suggested that the purpose of circulating the
minutes was to enable Court to oversee the supervisory role of
the Bank and the operation of the Board of

Bank~ng

Supervision.

He wondered whether these objectives might be met if we
provided a summary of the Board of Banking Supervision minutes,
but left it open for individual Directors to ask for more
informaLion if Lhey wanted it.

Ms Masters asked whether the

minutes could be doctored by using code names for individual
cases;

but Sir Jeremy Morse thought thaL such codes would be

easily penetrated , particularly by those whose conflicts were
on the face of it greatest .

Either Court had Lo decide to

avoid the conflict, or it had to decide to manage it.

Sir

Roland Smith, and a number of other Directors, said that they
would prefer to see the minutes in their unexpurgated form.
Mrs Heaton thought that the proceedings could be criticised
should they become publicly known;
the

discuss~ons

but the Governor felt that

that Cour= had had, including this one, would

demonstrate very clearly that the issue had been considered and
that Members were well a ware of the need to manage the
conflicts o: interest that inevitably arose .
3

Membership of t he Board of Banking Supervision

The Governor noted that Sir Dennis Weatherstone was to join the
An announcement would be made
Board of Banking Supervision.
the following day .
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4

Insurance Strategy Review

The Governor referred to the paper already circulated to
Members of Court summarising the recent changes in our
insurance policies .

The trend was towards greater

self-insurance, which wou ld reduce the annual costs.

The

principal areas of uninsured risk were set out in the paper;
and by this and other means we had made considerable economies
in our insurance requirements.

The proposals had been

discussed in the Audit Committee ; the Governor hoped that
Court would feel able to endorse them.
5

EMI

With reference to a Minute of 21 September, the Governor said
that the first meecing of the EMI at its Frankfur~ offices had
been held on the previous day.

A number of significant issues

wPre be i ng bro ught to the Board of the EMI, and we had tabled a
discussion for the following long Court in December .
6

CREST and the Stock Exchange

The Governor said that Mr Kent had now become Chairman of
CRESTCO, and had given his first address to the shareholders in
that capacity .

Copies had been circulated to Members.

Mr Kent ' s address had contained something o[ an olive branch
for the Stock Exchange with which relations had been rather
ragged recently, and he asked Mr Kent to comment.

Mr Kent

said that he had indeed offered an olive branch to the Stock
Exchange, but the Exchange had promptly demanded the entire
tree .

Discussions were indeed very difficult .

He had looked

again at the document which the Stock Exchange had presented to
us

ear~ier

i n the year, and it was

qu~te c~ear

that their

agenda was to take over the entire settlement sys c em, and 1n
the process to destroy the CREST project .

The Governor said

that we had a real difficulty with the Stock Exchange at Chief
They had aspirations and saw it as part of
Executive level .
their vision to have a seamless system between making a bargain
and settling it .
rebirth of TAURUS.
clear :

This involved , inevitably , the effective
Whether this was wise was not entirely

we couldn ' t take their decisions for them .

But we did

have a responsibility for CREST and for delivering CREST on
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time and within budget, and we couldn't stop thaL process iJ
order to have a debate with the Stock Exchange about their own
ideas for the future.

They themselves would have to go to

their members as part of that debate, and it wasn't clear that
they would get much support there.

Finally the Governor noted this was Mr Harris's last long
Court.

He could not let the occasion pass without recording

thanks to Mr Harris for his 35 years in the service of the
Bank, including six years as an Associate Director.

~

~ ~ --..v---.. ~

'
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK

THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 1994
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, DepuLy Governor
Sir David James Scott Cooksey
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq
Professor Sir Roland SmiLh

The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were
approved.
There being no comments on the weekly figures Mr Plenderleith
spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of the domestic
markets.
Under the executive report and with reference to a minute of
16 November, Mr Quinn reported the outcome of the appeal by the
liquidator in the "Three Rivers Action".

The appeal had been

allowed, and the stay on the writ lifted, on the grounds that
che amendments made by the liquidators at a late stage had
cured the Bank's objections.

We would proceed now to a

substantive strike-out action.
The Governor reported on his visit to Dubai and Saudi Arabia.
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tUNUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 1 DECEMBER 1994

Present
Edward Alan John George , Esq, Governor
Pendarell Hugh Kent , Esq
Mervyn All ister King , Esq
Ian Plenderleith, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratif ication by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted.
There being no comments on the weekly f igures Mr Plenderleith spoke

about the foreign exchanges and the state of the domestic markets .
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 8 DECEMBER 1994

Present
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum,

those present proceeded to the business, subject to

ratification by the next Court .
The M1nutes of the last Meeting, having been circulated, were
noted.
There were no comments on the week l y figures or on the state of the
markets .

/

1

.

~ ~\

#
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 15 DECEMBER 1994

Presen t
Edward Alan John George , Esq , Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea , Esq , Deputy Governor
Pendarell Hugh Kent , Esq
Mervyn Allister King , Esq
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insuff icient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subjecL to
ratification by the next Court.
The Minu tes of the last Meeting, having been circulated, were
noted.
There were no comments on the weekly figures or on the state of the
markets .

:

--------
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MINUTES\CAA1937

A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 21 DECEMBER 1994
Present
Edward Alan John George , Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea , Esq, Deputy Governor
Sir David James Scott Cooksey
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale

Lind~ey

Keswick

Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq
Professor Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Grieve Southgate

The Minutes of the Court of 24 November and of the Meetings of
1,

8 and 15 December, having been circulated, were approved.

Monthly Economic and Market Report (Mr Collins and Mr Bowen in
attendance)
Introducing the paper, Mr King said that inflation seemed to
have passed its trough .
cost jncreases ;

Short-run pressures were coming from

although the acceleration of commodity prices

seen in the Spring had slowed, and input price growth too,
producer output prices had started to pick up .

Over the past

year, falling unit wage costs had enabled companies to absorb
such pressures, and the modest growth in consumer spending had
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squeezed retail

marg~ns.

It was not clear how long these

countervailing pressures would continue.

The recent news - of

significan t upward revisions in output - suggested a higher
inflation profile over the coming years, and that had prompted
the interest rate rise earlier in the month.
Turning to the Chancellor's two Budgets, Mr King said that we
had been encouraged by the tight fiscal stance, while
recognising the uncertainty over whether plans for medium-term
spending cuts could really be delivered.
Mr Plenderleith, commenting on the market charts, said that the
markets had, more than the press, accepted the interest rate
change as driven by monetary rather than poli ti c al factors;
and this was reflected in the significant reduction in the
inf l ation and i nterest rate expectations derived from the yield
curve.
Sir Jeremy Morse suggested that the November monetary minutes,
released that morning, might add to the impression that the
December rate rise had been politically motivated.
Governor disagreed.

The

In the November meeting we had said that

there was a case for a rise, but that it made sense to wait and
see how inflation pressures developed.

Since then we had seen

the GDP revisions and the continued strength of industrial
production, as well as further evidence, in surveys, of cost
and price pressures.

By the time of the December meeting we

had felt bound to recommend a rise.

Given that our perception

was broadly shared by the financia l markets both before and
after the Commons vote on VAT - coincidentally t he night before
the meeting - we had called the meeting forward so that a rise,
if agreed, could be announced ahead of the gilt auction.
Politics had not entered into our recommendation - even if they
had made it more likely that the Chancellor would accept it .
Sir Jeremy Morse asked if we still had the option of meetings
between the mqnthly meetings.

The Governor said that he hoped

to avoid thaL, but it could happen - and if it did, it would
certainly be minuted .
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Sir Roland Smith said that the public generally were reluctant
to accept the case for pre - emptive rate rises:

they would

prefer to see the problem first, so as to validate the
reaction.

Sir David Lees said that the industrial members of

Court needed to support our policy in their speeches, as he had
done.

The Governor welcomed that.

The po.Lnl co make was

that by moving early we might not need to move so far;

our

perception of future inflation was far below that implied by
the gilt market yield curve .
Sir Chips Keswick thought that confidence in policy could be
undermined by fiscal developments:

the market was concerned

that the Budget arithmetic did not add up conv1ncingly.
Sir Colin Southgate added that there was a

pE~rception

that

spend1ng had been allowed to slip - in the extremely helpful
circuMstances of 1994, there could have been much sharper
nominal cuts.

Mr King felt that the Government had

~ept

a

proper control on a cash basis, and had also taken in the =orm
of PSBR cuts a sizeable part of the "inflation dividend'' - and
that the stated plans made sense.

The

GoveJ~ nor

added that

against a background of backbench calls for the inflation
dividend to be spent in the form of windfall rax cuts, he had
been very pleased with the Budget as proposed .
Other points made on the economic conjuncturE::

that retailers

were likely to be under pressure in the new year from
over-capacity, and were likely to shed labouJr;

thaL labour was

being taken on in manufacturing, predominantly by the smaller
firms;

that prices of some key industrial

commodiL~es

were, in

effect, cartelised, and thus slow to respond to economic
stimuli;

and that housing prices could rise because of a

tightening of local authority planning restrictions.

On the

second point, the Governor agreed that we would consider
publishing in the Inflation Report an analys :is of employment
growth by sectors and size of firm.
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Further developments in Stage 2 o f EMU (S i r Peter Petrie and
Mr Col lins in attendance )
With reference to a Minute of 21 September, Mr Collins,
inLroducing his paper, said thac among key issues at present
were the convergence criteria, where the Maastricht Treaty was
arguably deficient;

the transition to a single currency;

and

the design of a common banknote .
The Governor added that
although few countries were likely to meet the convergence
criteria within the Maastricht timetable, one of them was
certainly the UK.

We had as good a chance as anyone of

joining EMU at the outset if we wanted to.

The question was

whether the convergence criteria were adcquat:c.

The Germans

were increasingly focusing on that.
Structural convergence
was becoming a real issue, even to the point of separating
~he

Germany and France.

Mas~ers

Governor agreed with Ms

that

it would be a mistake to present structural convergence as a
new criter1on:

the po1nc was that convergence should be

sustainable, and that politicians should not snatch at some
fortu1tous coming-together of the indicators that suited their
own timetable.

Sir Christopher Hogg noted

1

hat

~

common

currency area could be successful without convergence:
instance the United States.

for

Sir David Lees fe]t that it was

very important to clarify the convergence is:sues within the
EMI, and it was agreed that a table showing countries' movement
towards the convergence criteria would be made available to
Court.
Several Members felt that the Bank's advocacy of an extended
Stage 3A could be mistaken;
shared this view.

the Deputy Governor said that he

The Governor said that it was clear that

the sheer pracLical difficulties of rapidly
currency were immense.

~ntroducing

a new

However easy coping with a new

currency might seem to sophisticates in the financial sector,
the bulk of the population would be deeply perplexed.
had Lo be a period of dual operation.

There

Mr King argued that ,

logically , the only necessary condition for EMU was that there
should be a single monetary p olicy.

Subsitution of a single

currency for national units of account, which were

an~~ay

arbitrary, was not urgent and could indeed be delayed
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indefinitely.

But Sir Jeremy 111orse noted that by adopting

such a stance we

~.>1ere

preserving the ability of the Union to

blow apart again.
The Governor agreed that the Bank would produce a further paper
on this aspect .
The EMI Annual Report in April 1995 would
provide comprehensive information on the convergence criteria.
A Report of t he Audit Committee (Mr Midgley in attendance)
Sir David Lees introduced a Report of the Audit Committee.
made the following points:
(i)

He

the Committee had decided to have shorter and more
action-based minuces, and the intention was that these,
rather than a separate report, should be provided to
Court.

(ii)

the Committee had been looking at its terms of
reference, and would be suggesting revisions essentially
to tidy up discrepancies .

(iii)

in the light of the Treasury guidelines for the
governance of public bodies, the Committee had come to
the view that the Deputy Governor should be present for
most of their meetings;

the Deputy Governor had agreed

to this.
(iv)

the Commitcee had taken the view LhaL the CREST project
represented a sufficiently large risk to the Bank financial and operational - to merit a quarterly report
to Court.

(v)

although there were some concerns, reflected in the
minutes, that the Treasury might have an exnggerated
view of the e x tent of Coopers & Lybrand's audit/ we did
not see any merit in drawing HMT into this debate.
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(vi )

it had been agreed that the Bank would, with effect from
the next Annual Report, seek to comply with the Cadbury
Code so far as was appropriate.

(vii)

the internal Auditor's terms of refer•ence were going to
be re-examined .

(viii) the Committee had adopted procedures Lhat enabled both
the internal Auditor and the external Auditors to
communicate matters in the absence of the Executive;

he

could tell Court that no adverse comments had been made
on this occasion .
The Governor thanked Sir David for his report.

Mr Kent sought

confirmation that any additional costs incurred in monitoring
It was
the CRESTCO audit would be a charge on the Bank.
agreed that this should be che case.
Financial Report (Mr Midgley in attendance )
Introducing his paper, Mr Midgley said that the focus
inevitably was on controls and the level of expenditure, rather
than on profitability .

The major change had been in CREST.

With the confirmation in May that the CREST build would go
ahead, we had written in the relevant expenditure for this
year;

we would be recovering money from the CRESTCO

proprietors, but this had not started until October.

We

expected our contribution to the EMI this year to be £8 mn.
There was a cont inuing debace wi t h the Treasury over the
treatment of 3i's profits.
The Governor added that we had that morning received proposals
from Lhe EMI about a capital contribution:
for £81 mn, or 15% of ECU677 mn.

they were looking

This was the capital they

needed Lo generate income to finance themselves for three
years .

The sum could become payable be fore: the end of the

current financial year .

Up until now , the EMI had been

financed on a pay-as-you-go basis, but the 1'reaty had implied
that the EMI should have its o wn capital, which it would invest

l
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to cover its expenses .

Control of SMI spending would be via

the Finance Committee of the EMI Council - for an international
organisation, the budgetary procedures did not seem too bad .
Sir Jeremy Morse thought it inconceivable that HMT could claim
more than half of the 3i profit.

Ms Masters thought that the

argument would be that we don't need the cap.ital ;

but the

Deputy Governor pointed out that as well as tnerely
crystallising assets that had all along been on lhe Bank's
balance sheet, we had lost an income stream, and needed to
replace it.

Sir Roland Smith thought that the prospective

demands from the EMI would be a good reason to keep the 3i
profit.

Sir Chips Keswick felt that the Bank was grossly

under-capitalised as ic stood, and the Governor agreed

tha~

the

question did go back to the level of capital that the Bank
required.

Basically we needed to have capital for lender of

last resort purposes only:

it was debatable how far we should

have own resources for this, and how far we should expect co
rely on guarantees from the Government.

He said that it would

be sensiblP for a paper on the question to be prepared for
Court .
The balance between cost and benefit in reg u l at ion (
and, later, Mr Clark in attendanc e)
Introducing her paper,

said that she had attempted

to ident1fy a number of issues that bore on the regulatory
balance.

There were pressures for tighter regulation,

especially after the Maxwell affair, but there were also
suggesLions that disclosure could ir. many cases provide an
adequate substitute for detailed regulation:

this had been

seen in New Zealand, anci was indeed a part of the Fisher report
But in the derivatives area, there was
on derivatives.
emerging in the United States the doctrine of suitability,
which implied considerable levels of regulatory protection for
quite sophisticated players.
Mr Quinn said that it was important to brinsr this matter before
Court at the moment .

The Treasury and Civi.l Service Committee
The Labour Party
would be calling the Bank to give evidence.
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had published its own ideas, including ideas on institutional
arrangements.

It was true that these were not well developed,

buL it did mean that there was a chance for us to influence
Labour's thinking.
The forces were always for more
regulation.
Most recently this had been see!n in the
derivatives area.
The Governor added that the development of the suitability
doctrine in relation to professional counterf>arties was a
considerable threat :

there was also the pror)lem in the United

States of multiple jeopardy, where for example Bankers Trust
had been censured by the Federal Reserve, the•n had to face the
SEC and the CFTC, and then face the prospecc of litigation.
Clearly regulation brought some benefits, and that was
recognised in the paper.

But the question

v~as

whether we

thought the tide had run too far, and whether we should now be
leaning against it .
Sir Roland Smith thought that there was a need for much greater
public awareness of the real costs of regulation.

When LAUTRO

fined an insurer, it was not often realised that the costs fell
directly on the generality of policyholders.

He doubted that

people knew how much regulation was costing ·- and until they
did,

there was little chan ce of holding back the tide.

Ms Masters felt that the paper ought to have said more about
costs:

it was not enough to assert that regulation was costly,

we ought to get ourselves into a position to be able to produce
figures to support the arguments.

Sir Jeremy Morse was sure

that the Bank should lean against the increa:ses in costs, and
more fundamentally that the Bank should be pointing out that
complex societies will not work without some element of caveat
emptor.

Mr Kent agreed, but

fe~t

that our case would be

stronger if we could point to other ways of helping consumers.
He suggested a greater use of rating agencies.

There was also

a case for reducing the number of PSA supervisors.
Sir Roland Smith - A Directorshi p

Court gave their approval to Sir Roland Smith joining the Board
of Sula Group Plc.
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Executive Report

1

Mr Quinn spoke about the TCSC's Report on the supervision
of building societies .

Although not wholly clear in its

conclusions, the Report appeared to be suggesting that the
Bank of England should eventually take over the supervision
of building societies.
2

The Governor thanked Members of Court for their comments
abouL potenLial non-executive Directors.

The Chancellor

would be sounding out the Prime Minister about the
possibility of appointing two candidaLes;

they were

unlikely to be approached until early in the new year.
3

The Governor advised Court that, outside the Bank's normal
charitable appeals budget, he had authorised donations to
the Westminster Cathedral Appeal of £1,000 a year for the
next five years .

4

With reference to a Minute of 24 November in relation to
BCCI, Mr Quinn mentioned that the Bank's defence had now
been tabled.

5

The Governor mentioned that the oil painting of Court in
session was now on display in the Museum, where it will
remain on view to the staff and public.
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A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
THURSDAY 29 DECEMBER 1994

Present
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Ian Plenderleith, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum,

those present proceeded to the business, subject to

ratification by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted.
There were no comments on the weekly figures or on the markets.
It was noted that in future, all meetings of Court would be held on
a Wednesday, so that the weekly figures would noL be available for
discussion.

It was agreed that the weekly return of the figures

should be discontinued, but that the Director responsible for the
Bank's banking operations would inform Court of .any significant
changes in the Bank's balance sheet as and when necessary.
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